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ABSTRACT
This is primarily a study of the subsurface, geologic
structure of a number of oil field© located in Louisiana
within a coastal belt about 75 miles wide#

In preparing

this report, 1,000 electrical logs of wells were studied;
of this number, 222 were selected for reproduction in the
accompanying cross sections*

Most of the structures In

this area are the result of th© rise of plastic salt columns
from deep within the sedimentary layers of the earth*s crust*
The present depth of the top of the salt column determines
the structural characteristics of the resulting domes*

Such

structures may be classified arbitrarily as followsj
*

Shallow Domes - top of salt at depths of less
than 2,000 feet*

II

Intermediate Depth Domes - top of salt between
2,000 to 6,000 feet*

III

Deep Domes a.

Deep Salt-Domes - top of salt found below
6,000 feet*

b*

Deep-Seated Domes - wells drilled to depths
below 6,000 feet but no salt found*

'The

presence of deeply burled salt is inferred
from geophysical exploration.

xill

The attention of this study is devoted particularly
to the deep-seated domes of division Ill-b*

Two common

types of structures are found within this division*
The most common structural type consists of a region
of domed sediments crossed by a series of normal faults
which create a graben in the center of the domed layers*
A graben is a depressed block between faults that dip toward
it*

!£he graben Of deep-seated domes is bounded by major

faults*

All observed grab©ns were found to contain several

faults, both major and minor, resulting in a complex mass
of faulted blocks*

Most of the major faults converge down

ward toward a zone which is believed to lie just above the
head of the salt column*

The dome-with-graben type of

structure appears to be a fundamental type to which all of
the other types are related*
A less common type may be described as a dome offset
by on© or more major faults which have similar directions
of strike and dip*

In many such cases, it is believed that

when additional wells are drilled, other faults will b© found
to complete a central graben#
Several structures cannot yet be classified*
Ho reverse faults were found*
contained normal faults*

All of the structures

These faults may be broadly di

vided into major and minor types*

Major faults character

istically increase in throw downward*
xiv

The throws of major

faults rang© from 100 to more than 900 feet*
of major faults rang® from 45° to 65°.

Ohs erred dips

the threw of these

faults on any structure gives a rough approximation of the
amount of structural relief*
Minor faults take only a minor part in the segmentation
of the domes,

Two distinctive types are recognised*

Radial minor faults extend radially from the center of
doming*
Complementary minor faults are distinctive in that the
throw decreases downward.
against major faults*

Such faults create small grab ©ns

Complementary faults relieve tension

in the outer layers of the dome.
Other minor faults are leas readily classified*

They

may he parallel and close to major faults or they may he
branches or small divisions of major faults.

In many the

throw Is so small that they cannot easily be traced*
The regional strike of many of the large major faults
was determined.
southeast.
islands.”

The most common direction Is northwest**

This is also the trend of the line of the '11Five
A slightly lesser number had east-west strikes,

parallel to the axis of the Gulf Coast Geosyneline*
The following theory Is proposed to explain the develop
ment of the grabens.

First, upward movement of a salt plug

or column causes the deeply buried, layer's to be gently domed.

xv

Continued salt movement causes rupture in til® form of a
major, normal fault extending diagonally upward through
the dome from the head of the salt plug*
Additional salt movement causes additional faults of
the same kind hut directed alternately opposite to and
parallel with the first fault*

The result is a complexly

faulted graben, with the later faults at higher levels
within the graben.

Continued salt movement results even

tually in a shallow salt-dome.
The present distribution of oil and gas on deep-seated
domes is the result of two sets of conditions*

The present

general location of the oil and gas is related directly to
the center of the original gentle dome created by the earlier
movements of the &alt*

Into this simple domal trap, petroleum

migrated from the entire deformed area of the dome*
The specific location of each Individual trap for each
sand Is now dependent on the segmentation of the dome by
faulting.

In general, the petroleum will remain In its

original geographic location, but with many complications
added by the barriers developed by faulting and the further
tilting of faulted blocks.
Seven Texas Coastal deep-seated domes were examined from
published reports.

In all major respects they were similar

to the Louisiana structures.

xvi

Original maps and sections were prepared for the fol
lowing fields in Louisiana! Abbeville, Barataria, Bateman
Lake, Bayou Sale, Bosco-Cankton, Chalkley, ISratli, Gibson,
Gi111a-English Bayou, Grand Bay, Grand Lake, Horseshoe
Bayou, Iowa, Lafitte, Lake Long, North Crowley, Paradis,
Quarantine Bay, Raceland, Roanoke, St* Gabriel, Sweet Lake,
Tepet&te, West Gueyd&n, Woodlawn.

For the following fields

information and maps were taken from published reports:Louisiana - Eola, University; Texas - Amelia, Conroe, La
Rosa, Grange, Raccoon Bend, Saxet, and South Cotton Lake*
There are a total of 78 plates, two text figures and on©
table.
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PART X
INTRODUCTION
Purpose and Scope
This report presents results of a study of a representa
tive series of deep-seated domes of the Louisiana Coastal Area*
Its purposes are:
1*

To examine electrical logs and field maps from a series

of dome structures}
2*

T© construct and present structure contour maps and

cross sections of each dome}
5*

To determine Individual variations and common charac

teristics of structural, deep-seated domes In order to devise
a classification of structural types}
4.

To determine the nature of the faults and faulting

present, and to classify the types of faults and patterns of
faulting}
5.

To determine the cause of faulting and to explain

the process, if possible;
6m

To observe any relationship between the structures

of Individual domes and the regional structure;
7m

To note the broader relations of oil and gas accumu

lation to structure;
8#

To present a brief description of each structure,

with notes on the pattern of accumulation, means of discovery,
size and arrangement of faults, and possible future development;

1

2
9*

To present & comparison of the Louisiana coastal

deep-seated domes with those described from the Texas coastal
region*
When this study was begun, it was believed that it might
be possible to classify deep-seated dome structures into several
distinct types*

As the work progressed, It became increasingly

evident that the structural complications increased in propor
tion to the number of wells, and sometimes in proportion to the
depth, of the wells*

In cases where there are a large number

of wells, there are usually several determinable faults, and
this suggests that all of the structures will b© shown to have
a number of faults when a large number of wells have been
drilled*
Structures with fewer than 15 wells have been omitted
from this report because they furnish only a limited amount
of critical information*

A number of relatively unexplored

deep-seated domes, however, were examined in the course of the
invest igati on*
In defining the scope of this work, it was felt necessary
to set limitations as follows: [1] the area was limited to
fields located south of an east-west line passing through Baton
Bouge; [2] only those structures were considered which are pro
ductive from the Miocene; [3] structures were selected on the
basis of availability of electrical logs and lack of complica
tions due to crooked holes*

As the principal interest in this study is structural,
stratigr&phic considerations arose only for purposes of cor
relation and, therefore, are purely Incidental*
Location of Structures
{See &ap

in Envelope)

Many deep-seated salt-domes lie within the Gulf Coast
salt-dome belt which extends eastward from Brooks County,
Texas for about 650 miles to southern Alabama*
averages about 80 miles in width*

The belt

Between Chen©yvllie field

(southern Rapides Parish, Louisiana) and the coast, the
width is 100 miles*

The domes considered in the present

investigation are restricted to a coastal bolt 75 miles wide
and extending from Lake Charles, on the west, to the eastern
limits of the Mississippi River delta, on th® east*
The deep structures lie scattered among about 75 plarcezaenfc-type salt-domes.

No definite significance can, as yet,

be attached to their regional arrangement or distribution*
Topography and Drainage
The maximum relief for the coastal area is about 60 feet*
The area is comparatively flat except for local "islands” which
have resulted from the recent movements of shallow, piercementtype salt-domes.

Jefferson Island and Avery Island are the

most conspicuous examples*

The southern half of the area*lies

within 10 feet of sea level*
vary only small amounts*

Well elevations, In most fields,

The variation is negligible, and has

been disregarded in most maps and cross sections*

The coast

ward slope of interfluvial areas in th© northern half of the
area is approximately two feet per mil© and Increases gradually
inland.
The coastal belt is crossed by the Mississippi River,
Atehafalaya River, Calcasieu Klver, and many sluggish streams
and bayous.

Drainage is poor, and lakes and bays are numerous,

especially toward the coast.
Kie deeper structures show little or no influence on the
present topography*

Many lie beneath bayous, lakes, bays or

other bodies of water which apparently bear no areal relation
ship to the structures beneath them.

Public ownership of

the beds of many water bodies provides the State with royalties
from the oil and gas produced.

The transportation of drilling

equipment is a problem which has been solved, in many cases,
by the use of canals and barges, which also serve for the re
moval of the oil to refineries.

Regional Structure
In the coastal belt between th© Sabine and Mississippi
Rivers, the structure Is a homocline of Cenozoic sediments
dipping gently gulfward.

It is a part of th® north flank of

the Gulf Coast Geosyncllne.

Th© regional strike roughly para

llels the coastline in Texas and continues the same gentle arc
In western Louisiana*

Th© eastward strike has a slightly

southerly component in th© vicinity of th© Mississippi River
and eastward.

5
As th,® distance from the coast increases, the general
age or the exposed sediments becomes older.

Th© clips of* these

sediments are steeper than those outcropping closer to the
Surface beds rarely dip more than 20 to 50 feet per

coast*

mile, but dips often increase at depth, and below 6,000 feet
may amount to as much as 150 feet per mile, or even more*

Th©

regional southward dip Is attributed to the depression of the
region resulting from the sedimentary loading, which has been
more or less continuous since the beginning of the Cretaceous*
This depression and regional flexing is believed to be in
progress at the present time.
Stratigraphy
Silts, sands, clays, and gravels of Recent and Pleistocene
age extend downward from the surface to depths which, in some
cases, exceed 3,000 feet (Howe, 1933, p. 651).

Texas and

Louisiana geologists still maintain a controversy over the
exact age of the divisions of Tertiary sediments.

There is

no general agreement as to the presence of sediments of defi
nite Pliocene age nor as to the exact lower limits of the Miocene.
Howe has summarized Tertiary stratigraphy of Louisiana (1933).
A detailed report on the stratigraphy of south Louisiana has
recently been published by Sllisor (1940), which is regional
in character and contains evidence of paleontologic zones,
whieh are compared in sections with reproductions of electrical
logs*

A nuH&er of these logs are from fields mentioned in this

report.

6
Th© Pleistocene gravels rest uneonformably on a series
of sands and sandy shales of Miocene age*

The lower part of

the M.ocene (also called wMiddle Oligoceae*) begins with a
rather distinct break into a section in which shales predomi
nate* with minor sand bodies and a few corraline limestones.
This part of the section contains the Biacorbis, Het©rostegina, and Marginulina zones.

Regional structure maps contoured

on th© highest occurrence of Heterostegina have been published
by Lockwood (1940) and others.

Most of the sand bodies In the

lower part of the Miocene are potentially productive of gas
and oil, although they are few in number.
Th© Vicksburg (Oligocene) is reached in a few fields
along the northern edge of the area.

It consists almost

wholly of shale and, for this reason, is not productive In
Louisiana.
The divisions of the Cenozoio gradually thicken toward
the coast.
If electrical logs may be used as a valid criterion, th©
main elements of the stratigraphy are quite uniform over a wide
geographic a m * .

The principal variation occurs at depth with

the appearance of greater amounts of shale and lesser amounts
of sand.
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Classification of Salt Domes
®ie following classification is quoted from Teas (1935,
pp. 694-696);
Types of Domes
"The Gulf Coast salt domes may be di
vided conveniently on the basis of depth
to the cap or salt, into three classes*
shallow domes, domes of intermediate depth,
and deep domes.”

(I)
Shallow

Domes

"The shallow domes, or those of th©
pierc©ment-type such as Spin&letop, West
Coluntoia, Pierce Junction, and Damon
Mound, in Texas, and Vinton, Starks, Lake
Washington, and others, in Louisiana, lie
100-2,000 feet below the present surface*
Either the salt or the overlying cap-rock
material in these domes has pierced most
of the geologic section, and the present
accumulation of oil or gas occurs princi
pally within the stub ends of the pierced
sands that now fringe the domes in succes
sive layers. These sands become more
deeply buried farther and farther from th©
salt, depending on the slop© of th© dome.
In a few of the shallow domes such as
Splndletop, Sour Lake, or Batson, great
quantities of oil, with less amounts of
gas, have been produced from either th©
porous, shallow cap rock, or from still
shallower overlying sands that have not
been pierced by the salt. In such accumu
lations, pockets of high-pressure gas,
that are relatively small in volume In
comparison with th© amount of accompanying
oil, are common*.*”

a
(ii)
Intermediate Depth Domes
“Salt domes of intermediate depth include
those domes whose cap or underlying salt
Is found about 2,000-6,000 feet below the
surface. This division is quite arbitrary.
The salt or cap in these domes has pierced
much less of the geologic section than has
that of the shallow domes. Domes such as
Sugarland, Lost Lake, and Danbury, in Texas,
and Gueyd&n, Leesvilie, and isdgerly, In
Louisiana, belong to this class. In domes
of this type the salt may not have pierced.
even the Oligocene, and the prolific Middle
Oligocene and Frio sands may lie as undis
turbed blankets over the cap rock... Al
though the force causing this type of dome
was less Intense than that required to form
a shallow dome, it produced uplifts ranging
from 2,000 to 3,000 feet or more. The re
sulting structures are much less complicated,
faults are fewer, and unconformities and
domal segmentation are of little or no Im
portance.”
(Ill)
Deep

Domes

“In the class of deep domes are included
those where salt has not been reached by
the drill, and beneath which, from geo
physical data, salt or cap may not be ex
pected above 6,000 feet, and possibly, in
many domes, 15,000 feet. Such domes In
clude Goose Creek, Orange, Bsperson,
Thompsons, Raccoon Bend, Tomball, Pledger,
and Myk&wa, In Texas, and Lockport, Welch,
Iowa, and Roanoke In Louisiana. These
dcanes have pierced much less of the geologic
section than have domes of the two shallower
types. Insofar as drilling limits are con
cerned now, or for some time in the future,
in such domes, which bear little resemblance
to true salt domes, none of the known oilbearing formations has been pierced by the
uplifting medium. This has resulted in
th© possibility of many oil- and gas-bearing
blanketing sands lying, on© above the other,
over this type of dome. Th© dopes of these
domes are generally gentler, and their struc
tural complexity is correspondingly less.
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However, so little is known about such
deeper domes, at least concerning their
deeper beds, that, in general, definite
conclusions are not yet possible* The
amount of gas as compared with the amount
of oil is greater on the deeper domes,
and th© low structural relief is more
favorable for a gas reservoir, than on
the shallower domes*** The salt is mani
festly so deeply buried on domes such as
these that th© question arises whether
they should be included in a salt-dome
classification.”
The investigation upon which this report is based-suggests
that Teasf classification should be amplified to a slight extent*
The "Deep Domes" of division III have been subdivided into two
groups 5 [a] those In which th© top of the salt is found at a
depth of

6,000 feet or below, and [b] those domes In which wells

reach below 6,000 feet but in which no salt has been found*
following examples of III-& occur in Louisiana3
1*

Lake Mongoulois (top of salt - 7,526 feet)*

2*

West Bay (top of salt - 10,005 feet).

3.

Timbalier Bay (top of salt - 7,218 feet)*

4*

Bayou des Alleman&s (top of salt - 7,598 feet)*

5.

Bay Junop (top of salt - 6,468 feet).

6*

Hester (top of salt - 7,492 feet)*

7.

Plumb Bob (top of salt - 8,848 feet)*

8,

West Cote Blanche Bay (top of salt - 7,820 feet).

9*

Welsh (top of salt - 6,315 feet)*

10. Valentine (top of salt- 6,576 feet)*

Th®
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All of the examples described In Fart III of this report
belong to group Ill-b*

This subdivision, like those of Teas,

is entirely arbitrary and serves principally as a convenience*
This report concerns Itself almost exclusively with those
structures in which salt has not been found, i • ©*

Ill-b •

In future exploration, any dome of this type may become a
Ill'-a type*

PART II
DEEP-SEATED

STRUCTURES

General Considerations
®0ais report Is based almost entirely on information ob
tained from electrical logs*

Some of th© oldest logs were

difficult to use because of their crude character*

Many were

drawn by hand, and therefore contain personal-element inaccur
acies.

Electrical logs offer the most valuable single source

of currently available information for structural studies of
this kind.

It may be hoped that additional, and more satis

factory sources of information will be provided in the future.
Available Information could be obtained only from wells,
these, In general, are limited to productive areas •

A good

portion of each structure ordinarily remains unexplored.

This

unexplored portion is usually the area marginal to the higher
parts of the structure.

In It all rocks gradually lose evidence

of local deformation and their attitudes merge with th© regional
dip.

Faults reaching outward from Individual domes gradually

disappear.

The marginal, unexplored area includes the outer,

lower flanks of the domes.
It was observed that the nuaiber of faults was rotxghly
proportional to the number of w©ll3, which seems to indicate
that each structure, if completely explored, would b© found
to contain a larger number of faults than has as yet been
recognized.
11
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The effects of th© divergence of well© from a vertical
path were often suspected, and in several cases demonstrated*
This effect is a factor of depth, amounting to almost 150 feet
at 10,000 feet for a uniform divergence of 1°.

In most cases

of directional drilling, the operators have supplied corrections
obtained from surveys*

It is undoubtedly true that numerous

cases of misinterpretation and confusion result from unsurveyed
^wanderingsn of bore holes*
Faults of small throw are almost Impossible to trace be
cause they may be confused with such effects as slight stratigraphic variations, variations in thickness of units with dip,
lack of sensitivity of logging equipment and other factors*
Seale inaccuracies In the paper copies of logs were occasionally
as great as 25 feet in 1,000 feet*

In preparing the sections,

such errors were removed in transcribing the logs*
Geophysical Information, particularly from the reflection
seismograph. Is in the possession of many operators, who us© it
as a valuable supplement to electrical logs*

With such infor

mation it Is possible to determine the number of faults present,
and their attitudes, far more accurately than can be done on
the basis of electrical logs alone*
The available information on each deep-seated structure
Is limited by the depth of wells, and for practical purposes
ends at th© lower limit of the majority of wells*

Correlation

of the last few hundred feet of any well has certain uncertainties
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which increase greatly in the lower portions or scattered
deep tests*

A single deep test will contribute practically

nothing to & structural picture, but is non© the less valuable
for the infom&tion which it gives about the porosity or oil
content of deeper sands*

Some of th© structure maps presented

here have been contoured at high levels, because it was possible
to obtain a more accurate understanding of th© structure at
those depths than at lower points in th© section*
Characteristics of Deep-Seated Domes
All of the structures contain on© or more faults*
the majority of these, the faults are

30

In

arranged that they

form a graben which is located in the approximate center of
a gently domed region*
graben is not simple*

The doming Is gentle*

The typical

It is compound, with on© or more extra,

flanking fault blocks*
The dip of th© upturned sedimentary layers away from the
central salt plug in shallow domes, the quaquaversal dips in
the sediments above the salt plug In intermediate domes, and
the location of the graben on th© Dak© Mongoulois Dome di
rectly over the top of the salt plug suggest that both deep—
seated and shallow domes have a central vertical axis around I
which the various structural elements are arranged in a more
or less symmetrical pattern*

This axis passes up through the

center of the salt column, through the center of the grab©n,
and through the center of thinning of the sedimentary layers*
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Th® principal structural elements of grabens are deter
mined by normal faults with throws of several hundred feet*
The areal extent of structural deformation is not defi
nitely known in any case, but Is believed to b© no greater than
the area of a township (36 square miles).
Most indications of up arching and. faulting appear to die
out within the Miocene sediments, or in th© unconformity above
them*

Loss of structural detail in younger beds may be real

or only apparent*

It is certain that evidence from electrical

logs becomes confused in the Quaternary*

Faults cannot be

traced into that part of the section*

Fault Patterns
(See Plate I)
siaPie Offset homes - This type is already well known
from the report of Bomhauser and Bates (1938) on the Tepetate
field, and is called by many the *Tepetat© Type*11 The producing
area is gently domed, and part of the dome structure has been
offset by a major fault*
On the northern flank of the type structure, a southward
dipping normal fault with a throw of 627 feet (Bornhauser and
Bates, 1938) has lifted its northern block several hundred feet
above the producing area*

The fault is encountered in only

two wells and, therefore, its strike is only Imperfectly known,
but lies in a general east-west direction.
of the northern flank are not productive.

The uplifted sands
The fault passes
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beneath th© lower limits of the producing wells on the downthrown side.
report.

Map and section are given in Part III of this

Farther to the east, two smaller faults appear.

These may b© branches of the larger fault, but the relation
ship cannot be determined.

A wildcat well south of the pro

ducing area (see geologic section of this report, Part III)
Indicates gentle, uninterrupted descent of the southern flank
of th© dome.
Another example of the simple offset dome, but with its
principal elements reversed from north to south, is North
Crowley.

The principal fault is located south of th© produc

tive area, and dips to the north, passing beneath the field*
Most of the production comes from sands located in a domed
and faulted area on the downthrown side north of th© fault*
Beneath the field proper there is some production on the upthrown side from wells which have passed through both the
usually productive s©ct!on and the fault plan©.

In th© main

productive area there is considerable control of accumulation
by a number of smaller faults.

In this field there has been

little Influence of dip on the migration of oil after the
creation of the barrier provided by the major fault.
The Amelia Borne, Jefferson County, Texas, (Fart IV of
this report) la an excellent example of the "Tepetat© Type,"
or simple offset dome.
Indlcatipns that regional dip Is related to oil accumu
lation are suggested at Tepetate, but lose all weight at
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North Crowley and In other fields where the dip of a major
fault opposes the direction of regional dip*
The simple offset dome classification must ho regarded
as provisional for any structure.

Subsequent exploration may

lead to the discovery of new faults, and all offset domes may
be regarded as possible c-omes-with-grabens •
Dome-With-Grab en - The most common and, at the same time,
the most striking variety of structure is th© dome bisected by
a central graben, which usually consists of several block© at
various levels*

It might logically be expectad that a simple

graben should be described first in this discussion, but no
graben with a single, central block has yet been found*

A

compound graben is found in all actual cases.
The faults which bound the graben converge at depth into
a confused region of small faulted blocks.

It was suspected

from some of the first examples studied that the converging
faults might lead to a small horsfc block resting on the peak
of the salt*

No horst of this kind has been Identified, and

It is evident that none Is present on the Lake Mongoulois Dome*
In many cases, the deepest well3 show the faults converging,
but fail to provide a clear indication of any junction*

One

of the reasons for this Is lack of Information, as wells rarely
penetrate this critical aone to sufficient depths*
Examples of domes-with-grabens in Texas Include Orange
»/nd Conroe (Part IV of this report), and In Louisiana, woodl&wn,
GiIlls-English Bayou, Roanoke, and St. Gabriel (Part III of
this report)*

In typical structures there are three or more
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prominent faults with approximately parallel strikes, one of
these dipping in th© direction opposite to the others*

In

some cases, two or more faults oppose two or more which dip
in the opposite direction*

The subsurfaca contours on Indi

vidual rock layers sweep in arcs which indicate doming*
Flanks dip gently away from the faulted area.

The displace

ment of structural contours along faults indicates angular
truncation, or structural offset of part of the domed structure*
Oil may be trapped in th© uplifted blocks beneath the
principal faults on their upthrown sides*

‘
Hi© downthrown

blocks within the graben usually produce against one of the
bounding faults.

If a block has been tilted in faulting, the

oil will usually b© found to have migrated to th© highest part
of the block*

The general occurrence of oil In various parts \

of the graben Is most readily explained by considering that
ttceumulation occurred In th© dome before faulting took place*

1

J

Otherwise, there appears to be Insufficient drainage areas to
account for the oil present In small blocks*
A number of the facts regarding graben structures ar©
difficult to explain*

The most outstanding problem is why

the graben, which consists of a downthrown block, Is supposedly
located directly above a salt mass which Is known to have risen
to its present position*

How could a graben descend as a

result of the rise of the salt beneath?

Since any discussion

of a mechanism capable of explaining this paradox is a matter
of theory, it will be discussed In detail In a later section
of this report which attempts to explain the mechanics of deep-

k
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seated dome origin and deformation*
Quarantine Bay and Grand Bay fields have domes cut by
pairs of fault® with approximately similar strikes and dips*
Three step blocks occur In each structure.

Oil is trapped

on the up thrown sides beneath on© or more of these faults*
In each example it a .pears that only Mhalf-a-dom©w has been
explored*

It is probable that the other half will contain

opposing faults with downthrown blocks toward central grabens.
Unclassified Domes - Several areas, where deep-seated
doming is suspected, contain a number of largo normal faults.
Indefinite Information about their patterns makes it Impossible
to classify these structures at present.

At Chalkley, there

are four major faults with throws exceeding 350 feet.

Two of

these strike east-west and two strike northeast-southwest.
The distance between the first and fourth faults Is more than
four miles*
to the south.

Individual blocks are progressively downthrown
Production is from th© southern, downthrown

side of each fault.

The total structural relief between th©

highest and lowest blocks is more than 1,500 feet.

The highest

block was penetrated by a single well which was not productive.
The approximate east—west strike of th© Chalkley faults,
coupled with their successive downthrow to the south, suggests
that they exhibit some relationship to regional structure.
The trend of the faults Is roughly parallel to th© strike of
the Gulf Coast Geosyncline.

Faults parallel to this trend

are known In Texas and farther inland In Louisiana*
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Many areas containing only a few wells cannot b© class
ified at present*

At Horth Tepet&t®, th® faults have small

throws and cannot be traced satisfactorily.

At Cankton, north

of Bosco, two wells have produced from th© upthrown side of &
small fault*

There are also other faults to th® northeast and

east of Boscof which appear in single wells*

It is possible

that some of the unclassified structures are marginal manifesta
tions of deep-seated doming.

Faults
The sections prepared in connection with this report,
and the accompanying maps of individual structures required
recognition of depths at which individual wells are cut by
faults, and estimates of the stratigraphlc throw in each ease.
The throw of a fault was considered to be th© equivalent
of the amount of section missing in a well.

The evidence for

its determination involved electrical log comparisons between
nearby wells*

If but one well is compared with another, there

Is a false precision suggested as to the amount of section
missing.

The amount of loss is somewhat Indeterminate when a

given well Is compared with all of the surrounding wells*

Even

where two or more wells may be regarded as unfaulted, there Is
not perfect equivalence in thickness of each lithologic unit
Identified.

Where faulting occurs, the determination of

thicknesses becomes even more difficult*

For this reason, only

approximate values of stratigraphlc throw can be given*

The
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best general practice Is to compare each well with all wells
nearest it*

Even when best practices &r© roll owed, and evi

dence is most precise, it is doubtful that any stratigraphlc
thickness can be considered reliable by less than five feet*
Many of the small faults (50 feet or less)

had to b©

ignored because of th© extreme difficulty of tracing them
with any accuracy*
Ho reverse faults were found associated with any of the
deep-seated domes*
She dips of principal faults were measured on several
structures by solving as many as 10 or more adjacent, graphic
three-point prbblems across a field.

The average dip was

found to be about 52°, th© minimum about 45°, and. the maximum
about 63d *

The following factors are believed to influence

dips thus calculated*
(1) Wandering of the well bore from a vertical path*
This results in inaccurate calculations arising from indeter
minate locations of both position and depth*
(2) Difficulty of picking the exact point where th©
fault passes through the well*

In many cases, It was sus

pected that there was no definite fault plan®, but rather,
a fault zone of many small fractures.
(3) In faults which show a tendency to change direction
of strike, it was observed that changes In dip accompanied
changes In bearing*

For tho fault at Barataria, five calcu

lated dips averaging 63° had an average strike of N 74° E,
while seven calculated dips averaging 56

bad

average
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strike of H 60 VfeP E*
{4}

It is probable that an appreciable sono of drag

occurs along the principal faults.

It is usually Indeter~

minate in sections*
The throw of faults varies from amounts too small to
measure to more than 900 feet at Hoanok© and Raceland fields*
Also at Roanoke, there are two closely spaced normal faults
which have a total combined throw of more than 1,100 feet.
As faults have been observed to divide In many other cases,
these two could be branches of a large single fault.
Relation of Faulting to Structural Relief
Because of the concentration of wells In the higher
portions of the structure, in the presumed vicinity of th©
vertical structural axis, little is ever known about the
total actual uplift of any domed area*

This varies with

different layers, ordinarily Increasing with depth*

It is

particularly important economically, in relation to drainage
areas that contributed to the producing sands.
As the total uplift Is directly related to th© throw of
th© faults, an approximate value of structural relief can be
obtained from a study of th© faults.

In the case of the

graben, the central block has probably not been lifted much
above the level which it occupied as the crest of th© gentle
dome which preceded faulting*

The present dip of th© up thrown

flanks beyond the graben Is believed to have resulted principally
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from th© faulting.

It has been noted on many of th© graben

structures that opposite outer blocks rise to about the.asms
level.

This suggests that the force responsible for uplift

Is as effective on one side of a graben as on th© opposed, side.
Where this relation holds, the minimum value for structural
relief Is the vertical distance the up thrown flanking blocks
have been elevated.
Although this is a rather crude basis for estimating
actual uplift, it Is probably more reliable than comparison
with souse distant wildcat well, the exact structural position
of which is unknown.

Many wildcat wells should b© considered

as “prejudiced observers” because they are usually drilled
where some structural relief has been suspected.

The main

exceptions are wildcat wells drilled usually for lease-holding
purposes.

Seismic profiles also furnish criteria for estimating

relief.

Figure 1
Relation of Throw to Structural Relief
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Where the total throw differs on opposite sides of a
graben, the greater will be nearer the actual relief.

Faulting

should not only be a measure of structural relief, but with
greater relief, the total deformed area should also be greater*
A larger structure, with faults having greater throws should
have a larger drainage area*
Kaj or or Principal Faults
She faults responsible for the more prominent dislocations
are here designated as the major or principal faults.

They are

most easily distinguished by their throws, which ar© measured
in hundreds of feet.

In simple offset domes, major faults are

the principal factors responsible for the Inclined structural
truncation.

They tend to maintain their Individualities at

depth without ending against other faults.

In graben structures,

the graben blocks are bounded by major faults.
In the St. Gabriel field, where the throw could be mea
sured accurately in many places, it was observed that the
greatest throw coincided with the highest part of the producing
area and decreased in both directions along the strike.

This

condition is presumed to be general*
The throw of major faults decrease's upward to a point of
disappearance and increases downward to an unknown depth»
There Is evidence In the lake Mongoulois cross section that
these faults reach downward to touch th© rounded top of th©
salt and merge with peripheral faults surrounding th© salt
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plug.

©i© horizontal extension of a major fault appears to

be a radial fault.
When a fault has been by-passed by the salt, it termi
nates abruptly against the side of the plug.

Examples of this

occur In the hake Mongoulois field which will be discussed in
greater detail in a later portion of this section*
The upward decrease in throw of a major fault is usually
gradual*

In most cases the faults disappear before or upon

reaching the Pleistocene-Miocene unconformity.

The upward,

decrease of throw is believed in part to result from the ab
sorption of the stress in the relatively unconsolidated sedi
ments near the surface.

The stress is greatest near the salt.

The rate of decrease in throw is then an approximate measure
of the sediments1 ability to absorb this stress.

This ability

Increases upward, as less consolidated sediments are less
competent and can more readily be deformed without fracture.
Upward decrease in throw may also indicate the continuation,

I

of displacement while the sediments have accumulated.
Maj or faults often occur In pairs with similar dip*
strike, and throw.

Where they are separated by a space of

only a few hundred feet, it is probable that they may be mul
tiple branches in a single large fault zone.

Whether this is

the case or not, the throw is the equivalent of that of a
large single fault.

When the separating distance is great,

each fault must be regarded as a single major fault.

General

parallelism in strike is not considered to be conclusive
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evidence of branching, because it is also present when dips
are opposed.

&o evidence was found to the effect that opposed

dlpa occur in branches from a single parent fault *
Major faults often change their direction of strike to
give a sinuous or arcuate trace on any horizontal datum*

At

B&rat&ria the direction of strike along the major fault was
determined from a series of graphic three-point problems*
fault has a gently recurving, sinuous form.

The

The changes in

strike appear to be accompanied by slight changes in dip*

For

example, for five calculated dips of more than 60° (average 63°)
the average strike was M 7 4 ° B.

For seven calculated dips of

less than 60° (average 56 1/2°} the average strike was H 60 l/2°
E*
At Bateman Lake, the fault along th© southwest side shows
an abrupt change in strike from northwest to west (so© Fart III
of this report)*

This change Is accompanied by a division of

the main fault into several smaller fractures.

A series of

narrow, successively downthrown Rsliversn occur between the
branch faults.
The curved trace of the fault on some contour maps is
only apparent.

It is due to the projection of a trace along

the intersection of a nearly plan© fault surface and an archedj
sedimentary layer.

Such, arcs will tend to follow the general

curvature of the contour lines.

Even where th© fault Is truly

plane, its trace must be curved If it intersects an arched
sedimentary layer.

Xn most cases, control Is so limited that
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th© exact strike of a fault plan© cannot b© determined.*

In

saany cases, on© la fortunate to find, enough nearby wells to
Indicate the quadrant through which Its strike must pass#
Many published reports use a single heavy line to In*
dicate subsurface faults with the words "Down" (B) and "Up"
(XO# (Fart III of this report), (Bomhauser and Bates, 1938,
Tepetate Map), to designate the relative throws of offset
blocks#

The throw of faults shown in this manner raay then be

indicated by figures or can be determined by th© displacement
of contours.

In Spooner’s report (1929, p. 216) on the Homer

field, and J. C • Poole’s report (1940) on the Saxet field
(Part IV of this report), faults are shown as pairs of heavy
parallel lines.

The distance between the lines is th© hori

zontal projection of the heave between offset parts of th©
contoured bed.

In these cases, the relative heave or its

cossplement, the throw, can be told at a glance*

Major faults

stand out prominently as widely separated pairs of heavy lines.
Such symbols are a more perfect geometrical representation of
th© actual structure than single lines could possibly be*

The

vacant space between the lines truly represents the area In
which the contoured layer is not present.
In this report pairs of parallel lines ar© used to indi
cate faults.

The distances between them have been obtained by

vertically projecting points on cross sections*

In cases where

Information was insufficiently accurate, separations have been
approximated and shown as broken lines.
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As til© dip of most of* th® faults in deep-seated struc
tures Is about 50°, the heave will b© only slightly less than
the throw.
Minor Faults
Radial Faults - Radial faults are well known on many of
the shallower domes where upturned sediments have been lifted
differing amounts around the periphery of the salt.

As men-

tloned previously, It is thought that some of the major faults
of deep-seated domes end as radial faults*
Faults extending radially from a relatively deep domed
area are shown In Fiskfs report (1940, Plate 12 [by S* M*
MacDonald]), at Sola field in central Louisiana.

Similar

faults appear on same of the maps of th© Paradis field {Part
III of this report)*

A number of radial faults occur at

trillis-Engllsh Beyou (Part III of this report).

Radial faults

above the salt appear to result from the inability of th© rock
layers to withstand stretching or tension after the major
faults have been developed.
Complementary Faults - In the North Crowley and Bateman
Lake fields there are normal faults which differ from th© major
faults In that the amount of throw tends to decrease, and even
disappear at depth.

These faults occur In the vicinity of major

faults with opposing dip.

At Bateman Lake a fault of this kind

has a maximum throw exceeding 300 feet.

The throw decreases at
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depth to ISO feet as It approaches a major fault*

In Horfch

Crowley a similar fault has a maximum throw of about 100 feet
which gradually decreases and disappears downward*
limit of these faults is not definitely known*

The upward

One of the

structural results is a Biinor graben against a major fault*
They will be called complementary faults in this report be
cause they are, in all known cases, associated with major
faults, and their characteristics appear to be determined by
that fact.
A good example of a complementary fault may be observed
in Hammer*s (1939) cross section of the Amelia field, Jefferson
County, Texas (Part IV of this report).

A complementary fault

with a maximum throw of about 50 feet dips toward the major
fault*

Between them lies a small graben.

Th© term complementary

is here adapted from Hsmner (1939, p. 1649), who describes the
smaller fault as "a complement to the big fault

Such comple

mentary faults do not effect production at Amelia, Bateman Lake,
or at Borth Crowley.
The following explanation i3 suggested for the formation
of complementary faults.

Salt movement arches th® sediments,

resulting in the development of considerable tension in th©
outer competent layers of the arch.

These stresses could be

relieved in part by fracturing along ruptures having the charac
teristics of subsequent gravity faults.

In th® outer parts of

the arc the tension will be greatest, and there •th© throw will
be the greatest.
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Figure £
Relationship of Complementary Fault to Major Fault
Other Minor Faults - Since faults of a wide variety of
lengths and throws occur, it is only possible to divide th©
major from the minor on an arbitrary basis*

It has already

been pointed out that the throw on major faults decreases
upward, and some major planes of displacement subdivide into
smaller units*

Most of th© minor faults have throws of less

than 100 feet.

Their role may also be described as minor in

that they make only minor adjustments in the structural pattern.
They often occur In patterns sub-parallel to major faults, where
their development might be described as auxiliary to the major
faults*

Most of the minor faults result from tho failure of

the larger faults to absorb all of the deformations! stresses*.
When arching can be observed In detail, it is usually noted
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that saucti of1 th© apparent folding is actually an adjustment
involving a number of small faults.

With the data at hand

the smaller faults ordinarily could not be followed for sig
nificant distances.

These characteristics are, in the main,

indeterminate •
\

A complicated network of very small faults probably
exists in the more intensely deformed portions of all domed
structures, particularly near the salt mass.
The smaller faults may divide a large flanking area into
small units that occasionally prevent free migration of the
oil updip.

There are several examples on the northern flanks

of North Crowley and Gillis-Snglish B&you (part III of this
report).

In both cases, the productive area is extended north

ward because the oil could not all migrate past minor faults
to the highest parts of the flank.
Age of Paulting and Doming
In the levels between 4,000 and 6,000 feet all rock®
are of Miocene age In the area studied.
these beds.

Faults cut all of

This indicates that displacement has gone on into

post-Miocene times.

The decreased throws at higher levels imj

arise for two causes: [1] the continuation of displacement
throughout the period of deposition, and [2] the great stress
in lower layers where ability to absorb It without fracturing
is less.

At Paradis, there is definite evidence of slow displace
ment during the Miocene.

Walls located on higher portions of

the structure have progressively shortened sections toward the
crown of the dome*
In all other cases investigated, thinning of individual
layers

toward the structural crown was not observed.

This

suggests that.most of the displacement and deformation occurred
after the beds were deposited*
The extent of pre-Miocene displacements Is necessarily
Indeterminate in all structures studied, because In very few
cases has drilling reached the base of the Miocene.
Regional Orientation of Faults
When this study was being planned, a question arose as
to whether or not there existed any direct relationship between
the strikes of faults on deep-seated domes to regional struc
ture or to each other*

The following fault trends may be ob

served on the deep-seated domes Investigated 5
East-West Strike of Faults - - - - - - -

Abbeville
Bos co
Erath
01 111 s-Engli ah
Bayou
Iowa

Worth-South Strike of Faults - - - - - -

LaPittee
Roanoke
University
West dueydan

Worthe as t-Southwe st Strike of Faults - - Quarantine Bay
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Northwaat-Southe&st Strike of Faults - Bateman Lake
Bayou Sal©
Gibson
Grand Bay
Grand Bake
Horseshoe 33%" on
Lake Long
St* Gabriel
Sweet lake
Woodlawn
The northwest-southeast trend is the most common*

'This

Is also the trend of the line of the "Five Islands" (Jefferson
Island, Avery Island, Weeks Island, Cote Blanche Island, and
Belle Isle).

It is interesting to not© that the faults at

Bayou Sale and Horseshoe Bayou strike parallel to this trend. [
With the number of different strikes which are present,
the only conclusion possible is that there are several factors
effecting the strike of faults on deep-seated domes*

The pre

valence of northwest-southeast and east-west strikes would in
dicate that the greatest Influence follows two trends? the line
of the "Five Islands" and the strike of the Gulf Coast Geosyneline*
Development of Deep-Seated Domes - Theory
The story of the formation of deep domes is a little
known chapter in the origin of salt domes of the pi ere ament
type.

Without being too facetious It can be said that deep

domes are salt domes which "never grew up."
The formation of piercement-type domes by the upward
movement of a salt plug, favored by low density of salt and
plasticity Induced by heavy sedimentary overburden, is too
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well known to be discussed at length here*

'Hie subject of

pi srcem©nt deques and ths mechanics of salt movement have been
well covered by Eowe and forest (1931)p Barton (1933), and
lettlefcon (1934, 1943)*
It la generally agreed that the salt forced itself upward
with a head, usually one or more miles in diameter and roughly
circular in horisontal section*

Upward movement was compara

tively slow because sediments had to be ruptured and crowded
aside by small forces derived from slight differences in den
sities*

The small forces were effective because they acted

over great lengths of time*
The first upward movement did not begin until a consider
able load of sediments had been placed upon a thick layer of
salt*

Van Tuyl (1930, p. 1046) and others have made calcula

tions of the load believed necessary to set the salt In motion*
To carry the theory of aalt-dome formation back to its
earlier phases, we may picture the origin of deep-seated struc
tures as follows*

With the first upward movement, the overlying

layers were arched Into a gentle dome*

With additional movement,

the arching continued until stresses were great enough to cause
fracturing*

Rupture took place as a result of both tensional

and shearing stresses*

The initial resulting fracture was a

normal fault which began along the contact between the upper
end of the salt and the base of the overlying sediments*
trend was upward and outward.

Its

The throw of the fault decreased

in all directions from the salt in proportion to the absorption
of stress by adjacent sedimentary rocks.
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With the relief occasioned by the initial rupture, the
salt pushed upward and outward on the layers of the up thrown
block*

As the ends of those layers were pushed aside,

the

layers on the down thrown block were left almost directly in
the path of the upwardly moving salt.

The rocks of the down-

thrown block lying on the hanging wall of the fault plan®
then became the principal barrier to upward salt movement,
and more and more of the force was directed against them*
When sufficient stress had accumulated, a second major fault
was formed*

It extended diagonally upward In a direction

opposite to and symmetrical with the first, or Initial fault*
In this manner a graben was formed*

This seems to be the funda

mental explanation of the main structural features of domes*
Deformation of country rock resulting from rising salt
could be accomplished by pushing sediments horizontally away
from the rising mass.

The amount of energy required, however,

would be far greater than that required to fracture the rocks
along normal faults*

Energy is conserved if one or more

normal faults form above the rising salt*

In the upward pro

gress of salt migration, the process may be repeated a number
of times*
An examination of some shallower domes gives support to
these conclusions*

Spoonerfs cross sections of the Vacherie

and Acadia domes (Plate 2) show faults dipping diagonally acres 8
the top of the salt.

These appear to have been formed for the

purpose of relieving stresses associated with upward movement
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of the salt plug*

It should be pointed out that Spooner's

cross sections are based on surface geology and the drillers’
logs of a few shallow wells*

flier© Is little ©videnc© to

support the reverse faults which are shown*

The normal

faults are similar to those found on the Lake Mongoulois dome
which will be described in detail in a later part of this
report*
Although the Acadia and Vacherie structures may b©
classed as very shallow piercement type salt domes, the
structures here exhibited and the accompanying sediments of
early Eocene and Cretaceous age are suggestive of what might
be expected beneath any of the south Louisiana deep-seated
domes at depths of 12,000 feet or more*

The structures shown

in these two cross sections could readily serve as the lower
continuation of some of the sections of south Louisiana deepseated domes*
As the deep-seated domes studied for this report do not
reach salt, it was thought advisable to examine the structure
of a dome in which the top of the salt was known, but in which
it appeared at a considerable depth, so that the approach of
the faults to th^ salt could be observed*

For this purpose,

the Lake Mongoulois dome, with a minimum known salt depth of
7,526 feet, was selected*

There are only ten wells on this

structure, but since eight of these lie in a nearly straight
line, an excellent cross section could be made.

The shape of

the top of the salt mass is shown on the accompanying map
whieh Is based on both electrical logs from wells, and seismic
surveys •
The cross section of the Lake Mongoulois dome offers
such information which cannot be obtained for the deep-seated
domes.

The most striking feature of this cross-section is

the -complex graben located directly above the crown of the
salt plug.

This graben is formed by a set of three southward

dipping faults, and by a set of at least four northward dipping
faults*

Sach sat results in a 'series of successively down-

stepped blocks*

Hie central downthrown block is in the form

of a keystone*
Above the 7,000 foot level, the arrangement of the graben
elements is, in all visible respects, similar to that found in
the sections of many of the deep-seated domes*

The difference

between the Lake Mongoulois structure and the deeper domes lies
only in the presence of the salt just below the 7,000 foot
level*

The salt profile shows a central crest, a steep north

flank, and a more gently inclined south flank*
Of the set of four northward dipping faults on the south
flank of the dome, the two lower ones extend directly to the
salt*

The salt shows no indication of being faulted.

This

suggests that these two faults developed while tho head of
the plug was at a lower level.

Since this faulting, the salt

has moved upward, cutting off the end of these faults.
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two faults on the extreme south flank are probably the oldest
visible in this seeti on*
On the northern flank, there are indications of faulting
near the 9,000 foot level*

In well Mo* 3 of the section, there

appears to be a loss of 1,000 feet (n-1000tM) when compared
to well No* 1*

Well No. 2 shows a loss of 300 feet (”"*300?”)*

If these losses are correctly interpreted, then one or two
faults must pass through wells Ho* 2 and Ho. 3 and dip north
ward beneath the bottom of well Ho. 1.

Such faults would

have an apparent dip similar to that of the steep flank of
the salt*
The faulting just described would dip in the same di
rection as the northward dipping set of faults on the south
flank of the structure.

The total combined throw of this set

of faults is about 1,000 feet.

This suggests that these north

ward dipping faults formerly crossed over the crest of the
salt and were continued in wells Ho. 2 and No* 3.
The steep, northern flank of the salt profile appears
to result from the extension of the northward dipping faults
across the top of the salt plug.

A slight upward movement

has caused the salt to intersect the path of those faults.
The faults in the lower parts of wells No. 2 and No. 3
and the northward dipping set of faults were formed when the
salt was pushing upward, but with a slight southward component.
These faults were the result of this movement.

A more recent

movement has been upward, but with a slight northward component,
resulting in the develc

the southward dipping set of
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faults located on the north flank*

These are probably the

youngest faults visible in the section*
In the Lake Mongoulois section, the faults of the south
ward dipping set have steeper apparent dips than those of the
northward dipping set*

This may be the result of the greater

amount of tilting which the older, northward dipping set re
ceived*

This tilting would tend to reduce the dip of the

faults as it Increased the dip of the sediments*

In the

sections of Quarantine Bay and Grand Bay, the apparent dip
of the lower faults is less steep than that of the upper
faults*

In all of the cases mentioned, the us® of apparent

dips offers considerable uncertainty to any Interpretations
of this nature.
The presence of the graben directly above the salt plug
at Lake Mongoulois offers substantial evidence of the presence
of the top of the salt plug directly below the grabens of all
doiae-with-graben structures*

The convergence of the faults

above the salt is a striking feature of the fault pattern in
this section.

Many of the sections in part III (of this report)

show such a convergence of faults into a complexly faulted
region in the deepest parts of the field*

Since this conver

gence takes place at Lake Mongoulois just above the salt, It
is concluded that convergence of the faults Into a complexly
faulted region indicates the presence of the salt a short
distance below this region*
The Iowa deep-seated dome supports this conclusion.

The

deepest wells reach into a sone confused by several converging
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faults,

Although salt has not been found In any well, Its

presence has been verified by refraction seismograph, reflec
tion seismograph, and torsion balance,

Gravity minima are

almost always present over deep-seated domes.

In this region

the only possible explanation of gravity minima Is the presence
of buried salt plugs•
Link (1930) offered the results of a series of labora
tory experiments originally designed as a reproduction of
miniature igneous intrusions as suggestive material relating
to the study of salt dome structures.

Plugs of various mater

ials were pushed upward through layers of simulated sediments*

Two principal types of fractures were formed.
layers developed tensional fractures.

The arched

The rising plug lifted

a cone-shaped mass bounded by peripheral faults.

The peri

pheral faults were nearly all of the reverse type.
These experiments bear little resemblance to the ob
servations of faulting on deep-seated domes.

Deep-seated

structures only exhibited normal faults, while many of the
experimental faults were of the reverse type*

The charac

teristic type of deep-seated structure contains a graben
which the experimental structures lacked*
Link’s experiments can probably be more readily compared
to very shallow salt-dome strictures.

The relationship of

overburden to strength of materials was not duplicated with
sufficient accuracy to reproduce the conditions under which
grabena are formed.

It Is clear from Link’s photographs that
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the rising plugs were lifting the "sediments” as an inverted
cone*

At depths of 10,000 feet, sediments are unable to sup

port such a cone extending from the salt to the surface*
The steps In the development of the dom@-wi tla-grab©n
type of structure are believed to have been essentially as
follows:
Step I (Plate 5) - Following, and possibly during, the
deposition of the sedimentary section of the Oligocane and
Miocene, slight salt movements arched these sediments*

At

this time, oil and gas in each sand began to migrate toward
the center of the domed area.

As doming became more pro

nounced, the oil and gas caps gradually became thicker and
occupied smaller central areas*
Step XI (Plate 5) - Continued salt movement caused the
sediments to fracture or b© sheared by th© salt.
fault developed with a dip of between 45° and 65°.
had its greatest throw near the salt.

A normal

This fault

The amount of throw

gradually increased over an indeterminately long period.,
Throw on this initial fault could not be increased Indefi
nitely, because It required a force with a greater horizontal
component than the upwardly-moving salt provided.

Ho case Is

known where salt has failed to keep it3 main component of
movement vertical in direction.
Step III.(Plate 5) - The first major fault was not
capable of relieving all stresses caused by the upward move
ment of the salt.

Stresses in the upthrown block Increased
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its throw*

Stresses in the &ownthrown block ultimately led

to a second rupture, a normal fault whose direction opposed
that of the major fault.

The throw increased under limita-

tions duplicating those of the first fault.
Step IV (Plate 5) - If upward movement of the salt
continued, a third fault would be formed roughly parallel
to and vertically above the first fault.

A third major fault

is commonly noted In connection with grabens, and it Is this
fault which first compounds the graben.

A fourth, or even

more faults, have developed later, first on one side, then
on the other*
The process so far detailed is progressive,

With con

tinued movement of the salt, earlier faults passed to lower
positions In relation to the head of the salt column, their
lower ends abutting the flank of the salt.

In section, these

by-passed faults have the anomalous appearance of reaching
to the salt where they end abruptly (see section of Lake
Mongoulois, plate 3)*
If salt cores could rise under conditions of perfect
confinement on all sides, they would cause a conical distri
bution of maximum stress in the rocks above them.

When

rupture occurs, the perfect pattern for faulting would b© &
cone with a circular surface trace.

The apical angle of the

cone should be about 90° and the dij) of the fracture about 45°.
When rise of the salt core by-passes any cone of frac
turing, the stresses in the rocks above the salt tend to pro
duce a second cone with its apex at a higher level, and the
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surface traces of any faults they create are confined within
the limits of the earlier faults.
With increased rise of the salt core, a succession of
such cones and fractures should develop at higher and higher
levels.

This leads directly to the consideration of shallow

dome structures, a topic beyond the scope of this report*
The absence of circular faults shows that these ideal
cones of maximum stress do not develop perfectly, and suggests
that salt cores do not rise under conditions of perfect con
finement •
Certain variations from the simplified conditions of
salt rise are to be anticipated.

Tendencies toward deflec

tion of the salt from its vertical path are present.
mass always seeks to overcome them.

The

The regional dip tends

to promote deflection as do Irregularities in sedimentation
or structural weaknesses of any kind.

The presence of folds

or fractures caused by agencies other than local salt move
ment would certainly Influence the mechanics of fracture
development caused by the rising salt.

The linear or gently

sinuous fault strikes actually observed are a wide departure
from the ideal fractures that conical stresses would create.
Any restriction provided by tenaceous massive layers
of limestone, anhydrite, or similar substances would cause
the salt to be slender above and broad below according to
the calculations of Nattloton (1943).
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There is little doubt of considerable variation in the
sis© as well as the shape of the original head, of the rising
core*

This may account for some of the variations in the

area Involved in single deep domes*

That & salt column might

divide and create a compound structure is a possibility to
be expected*
It is not unlikely that the throw on individual faults
is related to the diameter of the salt mass*

Larger masses

of sediments must be moved aside by broader masses of salt*
and faults of greater throw would seem to be a mechanism
for accomplishing that end*
The minor faults have so far been ignored in the dis
cussion of theory.

Their role Is believed to b© more or less

incidental to the general adjustment provided by the major
fractures.

As previously mentioned, the complementary fcen-

sional faults with decreasing downward throw are believed
to result from adjustment of the tension in th© outer portion
of an arched section.

If they did not occur, no mechanism

would be provided for relief of the "stretch” of th© outer
beds of the arch, unless they were capable of thinning by
flow, or capable of developing joints with upwardly Increasing
gaps*
Th© possibility of collapse as an explanation of th©
formation of grabens must be considered.

In fact, to persons

familiar with shallower salt domes, It seems to b© the logical
explanation.

Collapse on shallower domes has been established
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beyond a doubt.

In th© deep structures, th© inability of

waters to circulate in deeper sands removes the only method
by which the salt could be removed and a mechanism for col
lapse provided*

In shallow structures circulating waters

are present*
In the theory outlined above, attention has been di
rected particularly to deep dome-wlth-graben structures*
Th© same explanation apparently fits th© simple offset dora©*
Here a single fault passes diagonally through arched sedimen
tary beds*

This fault may be th© uppermost In a possible

series,'the others of which, are at lower levels.

This type

of structure would be created by the latest fault to be de
veloped and represents practically the upward limit of de
formation*

In general, further exploration may b© expected

to reveal other faults on any given structure of this type,
and to cause it to be reclassified as a dome-wlth-graben*
Two examples of complexly offset domes, Quarantine Bay
tmri Grand Bay, are only explored on one flank*

Th© resemblance

to certain portions of th© graben structures leads to the con
clusion that exploration of th© opposite flank will reveal
opposing faults and a complete graban*
Other types of deep-seated domes, for the moat part,
are but incompletely known at present.

Whether they represent

larger and more complicated forms of the graben structure, a
combination of effects between salt uplift and regional faulting,
or division of salt cores, remains to be determined*
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Cessation of Growth
Since deep-seated domes indicate the least amount of
salt- rise In the entire salt-clom© series, some consideration
should he given to the possibility that they h a w ceased
growth or that their deformation has been retarded.

Since

Miocene sediments are faulted in all deep-seated domes con
sidered in this report, post-Miocene activity is evident.
Failure of deep-seated domes to express themselves topogra
phically Indicates little or no growth at present*
The following causes of cessation of growth have been
suggested by Barton (1935, p. 1043)s M#..[l] exhaustion of
the salt in the mother bed; [2] attainment of isostatic
equilibrium; [3] frictional freezing of the salt by the
sediments; and [4] in the case of growth by down building,
cessation of regional subsidence.n
Since deep-seated domes oceur in locations closely
surrounded by shallower typ©3, it s e e m likely that all of
the factors mentioned by Barton would apply equally in either
deep-seated or shallower domes.
The experimental work of Nettleton (1934, p. 1185) has
added weight to the idea that the supply of salt may be cut
off by the formation of a peripheral sink.

He also reports

(p. 1180) that dry rock salt is more plastic under confining
pressure than wet.

Any agency permitting the salt to become

wet would tend to reduce its plasticity and inhibit or stop
its flow.
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Another factor not generally considered is time*

Salt

movement, under the most favorable conditions, is extremely
slow*

It is unlikely that all domes are the result of flow

which ’began simultaneously.

If movement began first In the

areas presenting the most favorable circumstances then, with
the benefit of the maximum time interval, a very shallow,
pi ere ernent dome stage should be reached at an early date*
With the removal of salt In these selected areas, the layex’S

beyond the peripheral sinks would be loft structurally

higher,

a condition considered to be favorable for the Initiation of a
new series of rising cores*

By this means, the development

of the first series of plugs In the most favored locations
would later determine the location of a second series in
Intervening areas.

If ono structure can thus cause another

to begin, and It, in turn, can set off others, the deeper
plugs might be those most recently started*

They may not

have existed long enough to reach the shallow piercement-type
dome stage.
Accumulation of Oil and Gas
General - Th© simple offset dome type of structure may
have an accumulation of petroleum on either the up thrown aid©
of the structure (Barataria), the downthrown block (Tepetate),
or from both upthrown and downthrown blocks (North Crowley).
It Is not unusual to find producing sands low -in a centrally
domed area, and to find that a fault with several hundred feet
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of throw has lifted a dry flank high above it.

This condition

is generally recognized as usual.
She more complexly offset domes (Grand Bay and Quarantine
Bay) produce along the upthrown sides of pairs of parallel
faults.

The oil has migrated up the flank and has bean trapped

where th© sands have been sealed off by these fault planes.
The graben structures produce from traps along fault
planes.

In Gi11ia-Bnglish Bayou, traps occur along both th©

north and south flanks.

In the graben, each separate block

has production along the dividing fault or faults.

On the

north flank, very minor faulting has interrupted migration
upward to the crest of the flank and has extended theproducing
area into territory farther down the flank.
The outline of accumulation just presented is a simpli
fication of very complicated conditions.

The complications

of distribution of the trapped oil and gas are legion.
productive sands occasionally number six or more.

Th®

They are

commonly separated by considerable vertical intervals.

Bands

productive in one block are not necessarily productive in
others.

The lenslng of sands Is conspicuous.

Limestones,

although rare, are remarkably persistent in thickness.
general, most of the producing sands occur in

In

themore pre

dominant shale sections o.f- the lower series.
In the area of deep-seated dome structures, there ar©
often small, isolated closures supporting a few wells which
usually produce gas or distillate.

Cankton is on© of these,
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is Horth Tepetate*

Th.© former* structure Is closed by a

fault with a throw of 130 feet, and the latter is in an area
containing a complex group of very small faults*
The isolated closures appear to be related to deepseated dames.

They may be caused by deformation associated

with early and low faults in a series, whereas th© main
structure is related to younger and upper faults.

Thee©

marginal structures are located as far as two and one half
miles away from the main structures (Tepetate and North
Tepet&t©).
Accumulation Theory
It is not-within the scope of this report to delve into
any controversy as to th© manner of origin of petroleum and
gas.

However, in order to explain the accumulation of those

substances In the rocks of deep-seated domes, the matter of
o r ig in most be given some consideration.
The idea that petroleum develops from organic matter
buried along with marine and brackish water sediments, and
that with slight deformation, th© dispersed petroleum and
gas will slowly migrate, because of their lesser densities,
through the connate water to higher structural positions is
accepted.
In the homocllnally tilted rocks of south Louisiana,
there might be a tendency for general migration to take place
northward up the regional d: p.

As the amount of dip is
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generally small, and no greater accumulation is noted on the
south, than on other flanks of domes, regional migration in

\

Miocene sediments Is unlikely.
More likely is the migration of oil and gas to the
centers of areas domed by th® earlier, upward movements of
the salt.

Thi3 migration would start with the initial de

velopment of the dome and would continue to completion unless
interrupted by faults or other barriers.

The volume of oil

would bear a direct relation to the contributing area, which
is the entire local structure to its outermost flanks.
If faulting occurs after the movement of oil to dome
cresta, it will divide the reservoir into segments.

As the

faults pass diagonally through the structure, the upper
sands should retain the original accumulation intact on the
down thrown side, and the accumulation in lower sands should
remain Intact on the upthrown side (see Plat© 6).

In Inter

mediate positions, the area of accumulation should be divided,
the crown being some distance from the fault on th© downthrown
block and the accumulation being against th© fault on the upthrown block.
With additional faulting, the original reservoir should
be further subdivided.

The original accumulations should re

main in the sands except for these possible cause® of migra
tions

[1] the tilting resulting from further deformation and

faulting may cause migration; [2] the opportunity to escape
upward along fault surfaces may be present; and [3] escape
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Is possible into adjacent sands that happen to be brought
Into position by faulting*
The first cause of migration can b© demonstrated at
Sillis-English Bayou*

Sseape along fault surfaces is pos

sible, but somewhat difficult to prove.

The movement of gas

and distillate in this manner Is likely, particularly at
higher levels where it terminates in seeps or paraffin dirt*
The effectiveness of the seal along the fault plane is a
factor of depth and material*

The gas and oil pressures en

countered In highly faulted structures demonstrate the general
absence of ©scape from sufficient depths*

Th© transfer of

petroleum from one sand to any sand brought oppositeby

the

progress of faulting Is to be expected.
In general, the oil originally accumulated in a juvenile
and unfaulted dome should maintain its approximate geographic
position regardless of any faulting which might take place
later*

In other words, the original accumulation willremain

roughly Intact, despite its segmentation by faults*
If faults with greater throw Imply a salt mass of larger
diameter, doming should drain a larger area, and the volume
of petroleum collected should be greater,

particular effort

should be mad© in geophysical exploratory work to determine
the diameter of the salt plug, or better, the diameter of the
area involved in the doming*

PART III
EXAMPLES OF DEKP-SEATEB STRUCTURES IH LOUISIANA
Introductory Explanati on
The following section contains maps and cross sections
of a number of fields arranged in alphabetical order*

For

each field, there is a brief description in which the fol
lowing outline has been useds
a*

Surface evidence and geophysical exploration*

b•

Date of discovery well and age

e*

The broader structural features*

d.

Faulting*

e*

Relationship of structure to production*

f*

Classification of the structural pattern*

of producing sands*

The accompanying imps have been simplified in order to
emphasize the structural pattern.

Wells have been indicated

by circles, whether productive or not.

Circles with a dot on

either side (*o*) indicate that no datum point was obtained
for use in constructing the map for one of the following rea
sons :
1.

Well drilled before common use of electrical logs*

2*

Electrical log was not run, or

3*

Well too shallow.

able*
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if run, was not avail

Th© location of the cross section has been indicated
on each map by a finely dotted line*

On the sections, the

wells have been numbered successively from left to right*
The corresponding wells are numbered similarly on the maps*
th e name of the company and lease for wells in each cross
section will be found in the Appendix*
In many cases the contoured horizon has no particular
name or designation*

However, the contours will indicate

its approximate depth in the wells*

On the cross sections

the contoured points are connected by a solid line and
other correlations by broken lines*
In all the work done for this report, the level of
the derrick floor has been used as zero datum*

This has

not been from choice, but because well elevations were not
available for the majority of wells*

Since the terrain is

monotonously flat In the entire coastal area, a few slight
discrepancies will arise, more often from the setup of the
drilling substructure or barge than from topographic relief*
The error within a field due to lack of sea-level correction
Is not believed to be more than 5 feet, plus or minus*
On the maps, fault3 have been shown as heavy parallel
lines, which were broken when the fault strike was not defi
nitely known.

The width of the space between parallel lines

Indicating faults Is approximately equivalent to th© heave
of the respective faults.

In the vacant space between the

lines the contoured datum Is absent*

Contour lines have been

broken where carried into questionable areas*
In this section, most of the maps are complete as of
June, 1945*

In a few exceptional cases, electrical logs of

very recent wells were not available*

ABBEVILLE FIELD, VERMILION PARISH., LOUISIANA
This structure was discovered in 1929 as & result of
geophysical exploration carried out by th® Humble Oil and
Re fining Company and the Atlantic He fining Company (Oil
Weekly, March 16, 1942, p. 130).

The discovery well was

completed by the Continental Oil Company in November, 1937.
She producing sands are of Miocene age.

Bo salt has been

found to a maximum depth of 12,000 feet*
The structure has been only sketchily defined by
the comparatively small number of wells drilled.

It ap

pears to consist of a dome at least five miles in diameter
crossed east-west by a graben which is almost four miles
wide.

The center of the dome lies in or near section 66*

A well in section 7,

to the northwest, is 655 feet

higher

structurally than the highest wells In section 66.
There are at least five prominent faults.
of fault
13.

Th© strike

passes along the line between sections 17 and

It is downthrown to the east with a throw of about 350

feet.

Its direction of strike is not definitely known.
Faults "Fg" and nF^n fall between wells Ho. 3 and No.

4 (in the section).
direction.

Their strikes are In a north northeast

They are downthrown to the south with a combined

throw of at least 450 feet.
Fault WF^” la the northernmost of the northward dipping
faults.

It has an east-west strike and a throw of 90 feet

60
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which increases downward to 200 feet*

A small, northward

dipping minor fault cuts the edge of the producing area in.
the eastern end of section 67.
In well Ho* 11 at the southern end of the section there
is a northward dipping fault with a throw of 400 feet*
exact direction of strike Is unknown*

Its

This fault appears to

form the southern boundary of th© graben*
In the northern part of the area, correlation is dif
ficult due possibly to atratlgraphic variations, but due
more probably to the number of large faults*
This structure may be classed as one of the dome-withgraben type.

It Is unusual In the width of the graben which

is at least four miles at the contoured level.
The relations of production to structure are difficult
to determine.

In general, production up to the present time

appears to be fro© the upfchrown sides of most of the faults
near the center of the dome.
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BARATARIA FIELD, JEFFERSON PARISH, LOUISIANA
Lockwoodfa Report (1940, p. 37) stated that the struc
ture was outlined in 1939 by a reflection seismograph survey
carried out for th© California Company. As a result, a 10,000
acre block was taken.
in November, 1939,

The first producing well was completed

Miocene sands are productive at th© fol

lowing levels: *7,600 foot,* *8,200 foot,” *8,700 foot," and
*10,000 foot."

The tops of these sands are indicated on the

cross section.

There are several wells which were direction-

ally drilled from barge locations.

Vertical and horizontal

corrections have been made for each.

No salt was found to a

depth of 12,222 feet*
The subsurface structure between the 7,000-8,000 foot
levels is a broad gentle dome crossed by a northeast-south
west striking normal fault.

The northern half of the dome

lies on the upthrown side of the fault and Is about 80 feet
higher structurally than th© southern half.

Graphic calcu

lations of dip of the fault plane gave values ranging from
55° to 63°, with an average of 59°.

The strike of the fault

derived from graphic three-point problems Is slightly sinuous
o
as shown on the accompanying map, varying from N 86 Ei to
N 51° E.

The throw of the fault Increases downward.

Along

th® line of the section the following displacement values
ware observed:
At 5,500 feet - - - - - - - - - -

Throw 40 feet

At 6,750 feet - - - - - - - - - -

Throw 110 feet

At 8,550 feet —
Afc 9,150 foot

Throw 150 feet
-- -------------- Throw 220 feet

There is also a noticeable amount of decrease in throw horisontally in both directions from the center of the field*
'There is a strong tendencyfor the northern uplifted half
show an elongation parallel to the major fault.

to

Judging

from the throw of the fault, the structural uplift of the

dome mast be greater than 200 feet at the 9,000 foot level.
So minor faults were observed.
Production is obtained entirely from the half of the
dome on the northern up thrown side of the fault which provides
closure along the fault plan©.#

The producing sands dip gently

northward away from the fault*

Since all production is reached

by passing through the fault plane, some of the wells producing
from the deeper sands will be seen to be located south of the
fault trace as located on the w7,600 foot* sand.
This structure, although of very simple form, is not
readily fitted into a classification of deep-seated structures.
In simplest form it may be described as a simple offset dome,
but it differs from such typical examples as Tepet&te in
having production from the upthrovm side of the principal
fault.

In this respect it is similar to 0-rand hake, which is

complicated by at least three faults.

If additional wells to

the south should be found, the southern, downthrown block of
the present structure would lie In the graben.

In any case,

th© small size of the single fault and the lack of additional

66
faults suggests that the salt lias very deeply burled below*
That a northward dipping fault might exist beyond th© southern
most wildcat well is possible since the largest graben found
in this investigation was four miles wide*
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BATSMAN LAKE FIELD, ST, MARY PARISH, LOUISIANA
According to the Oil Weekly (harch 16, 1942, p. 126},
this structure was located in 1929 by the Louisiana Land and
Exploration Company using reflection seismograph.

The dis

covery well was completed by the Texas Company in December,
1937, in sands of Miocene age.
been drilled in the field.
producing sands.

To June 1, 1943, 15 wells had

There are about eight possible

No salt has been found to a total depth of

11,654 feet*
The subsurface structure between the 9,500-10,500 foot
levels consists of a broad dome at least 3 miles wide, crossed
by a central graben about one and one quarter miles wide.

The

highest point in the graben Is about 400 feet lower than the
highest part of the northeast flank, and 275 feet lower than
the highest part of the southwest flank.

The maximum amount

of fault throw Is about 750 feet, Indicating a structural re
lief of at least 750 feet.
Production is obtained from the domed area within the
graben said from the up thrown sides of the major faults on the
northeast and southwest flanks.

A broad drainage area for the

original unfaulted dome Is Indicated by the extent of satura
tion in the sands outside of the graben itself.
There are two major faults, or rather, two major fault
systems.

Fault wFj,w appears In two wells.

It appears to have

a northwest-southeast strike, west dip, and a throw of about
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600 rest.

In a well In section 34, this fault Is divided

Into two closely spaced faults, each with a throw of about
500 feet*

This major fault defines the northeastern side

of the graben*
Fault ffFgw defines the southwestern side of the graben.
It has a northwest-southeast strike south of the line of the
section and Is downthrown to the east#

Morth of the line of

th© section It changes direction of strike abruptly to a
more westerly direction*

This fault has a throw of about

750 feet between the 7,000-8,000 foot levels.

At lower

levels It appears to divide into at least four units with th©
following amounts of throws 475, 100, 75, and 40 feet.

This

branching Is probably associated with the change in strike.
The largest branch Is labeled

on the map.

Downward

branching of a large fault in this manner Is not uncommon*
The structural result Is a series of stepdown blocks within
the bend of the trace of the major subdivision of the fault.
Th© subdivisions of fault "Pg* become progressively smaller
outward.
Fault *F " does not reach down to the contoured level,
o
it is believed to be of the type described elsewhere In this
report as complementary*

Between the 6,000-8,000 foot levels

it has a throw of about 300 feet, and between th© 8,000-9,000
foot levels th© throw decreases to 150 feet*

The strike is

believed to be roughly parallel to that of fault f,Fg”, but It
Is downthrown to th© west, resulting in a small graben which

71
rests against fault wFgtt.

Fault

if correctly inter

preted, is the largest complementary fault so far observed
in any of the fields studied for this report*

fhia condition

probably results from the peculiar nature of fault ffPgB and
its several subdivisions.
lPhe Bateman Lake structure may readily be classified
as of the dome-with-graben type.

Additional wells will

probably reveal many complications not indicated in this
interpretation.

The large amount of throw of the faults

and the intensity of complications associated with them in
dicates that the top of the salt plug is only a short distance
below the 11,OCX) foot level.
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BAYOH SALS FIELD, ST, MARY PARISH, LOUISIANA
This structure was discovered in 1937 by th© Humble
Oil and Refining Company using reflection seismograph (Oil
Weekly, March 16, 1942, p* 126 }« Th© discovery well was
completed in April, 1941*
age.

The producing sands are of Miocene

Ho salt has been found to a maximum depth of about

12,500 feet*
This structure is another example of a dome with a
complex central graben*

Most of the wells appear to pene

trate the western half of th® graben*
northwest-southeast*

Th© graben extends

It Is about two and one half miles wide

near the 8*000 foot level*
The most prominent fault on the northeastern side of
the graben Is fault "Fjtt which has a southwesiward dip and
a maximum throw of about 250 feet*
Th© graben is bounded on th© north by fault HF^ts which
cuts the lower part of well Mo. 1 (In the section)*
direction of strike Is not known*

Its

Its throw Is about 100

feet*
A minor fault, ”FgW, with a throw of about 75 feet
causes a slight central dislocation In th© graben.
in th© section Is very steep*

Its dip

It is downthrown to th© south*

All of the other faults dip to th© northeast.
lowing throws were observeds nF^w
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400 feetj

The fol
** 100 feet;

* V

“ 300 feet* and

88 100 feet or more.

bounds th© southernmost edge of th© graben.

Fault "F^*1
Fault nF§n di

vides into two parts as it approaches fault wF1rl»

Th© r©l&~

tionshlp of th© fault blocks is not clear in th© vicinity of
this junction of faults.
Production is almost entirely from within the graben
and is controlled by th© complex system of faults.

The up™

thrown sides of all of th© larger faults have narrow bands
of possible producing sands.

A few of the southernmost wells

may be producing from the southern flank on the up thrown side
of fault

which probably forms the southern boundary of

the graben.
A comparison of this field with Horseshoe Bayou shows
some interesting relationships*
are less than two miles apart*

The limits of production
The principal faults in both

structures have northwest-southeast strikes.

Both structures

are typical examples of the dome-with-graben type*

The re

lation of two such structures must result in a horst between
the grabens*
Th© complexity of faulting Indicates the presence of
the top of th© salt plug a short distance below the 12f0Q0
foot level*
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BOSCO-CANKTON FIELD, ACADIA AKD ST. LA.WDRY PARISHES, LOUIS IAEA
According to the Oil Weekly (March 16, 1942, p. 99) the
Bosco structure was discovered in 1929 by the Pur© Oil Company
using refraction seismograph and torsion balance.
covery well was completed in April, 1934*

Th# dis

The producing

sands are of lower Miocene age*
Th© Cankton field, of only two producing wells, lies
about os© mil© northeast of Bosco*
by reflection seismograph*

It was discovered in 1930

Surface indications are reported

by the Oil Weekly (March 16, 1942, p. 99).
was completed In December , 1936.

The discovery well

The short distance between

the two fields suggest that Cankton Is located on a flank of
th© Bosco structure*
The Bosco structure between the 7,500-8,000 foot levels
consists of an elongate dome with a slightly longer east-west
axis*

The maximum closure Is about 225 feet.

Sine© the total

throw of two faults on the south flank is more than 300 feet,
the total structural relief Is probably also In excess of 300
feet.

There are at least three major faults and many minor

ones.

The Bosco structure is crossed by one major fault, nF ^ %

which strikes roughly east-west and dip® to th© north; It has
a throw of 215 feet at the 7,800 foot level.

The throw of

tills fault appears to Increase slightly upward to the 5,000
foot level.
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A smaller northward dipping fault , "Fgw, has a throw
of about 90 feet*

There is a small amount of production

from the southern, up thrown sides of both

and "Fg” *

Several minor faults, with throws of from 25 to SO
feet, cross the structure with a northeast-southwest strife**
Any map trace of these must be only approximate since they
cannot be traced with any real accuracy*
There Is an Important fault,

in one of th© Oankton

walla {So* 8 in the section) which is responsible for the
production there*

Its effect is distinctly visible on the

resistivity curve below the fault Intersection.

This fault

causes the flank to b© lifted at least 100 feet above the
highest corresponding point in the Bosco field, and appar
ently separates the Gankton area from the Bosco field and
would thus dip to the south.

It Is suspected that fault " V

forms the northern boundary of a graben and that faults "F^*
and "Fg” form the southern boundary.
There are several other large faults in th© area; one,
with a throw of about 200 feet, occurs In well Ho. 9
(in th© section).

It causes the point on the contoured datum

in this well to be 150 feet higher than the highest point In
the field*

The single well In section 25 contains at least

two faults with throws of more than 100 feet.
From a structural standpoint, th© Cankt on area Is be
lieved to b® an upthrown block on th© flank of th© Bosco
structure, in many respects similar to th© opposite upthrown
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.flanks of Grillls-English Bayou field *

However, the field

proper lies on the northern downthrown side of fault
within what Is probably a central graben*

As in many other

deep-seated structures, the elongation of the structure is
roughly parallel to the strike of the faults.

Th® compara

tively small throw of the larger faults, together with th©
distance between the faults bounding the graben, suggest
that the salt lies a considerable distance below th© bottoms
of the deepest wells.
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CHALKLKY FISXD, CAMERON PARISH, LOUIS IAKA
This structure was discovered and mapped by torsion
balance and reflection seismograph from 1934 to 1937 by the
Shell Oil Company and the Humble Oil and Refining Company*
She discovery well was completed in Hov©mber, 1938.
producing sands are of lower Miocene age.

She

Ho salt has been

found to a depth of slightly more than 11,000 feet*
So entirely satisfactory structure map could be made*
In general form, the structure between the 7,500-10,000 foot
levels appears to consist of a dome five or six miles In
diameter, which has been crossed by four large, widely spaced
southward dipping faults.
side of fault

The contoured sand

on the upthrown

is 300 feet higher than the center of the

dome and 1,700 feet higher structurally than the same sand on
the south flank.

The total structural relief may be as much

as 2,000 feet.
Fault

cuts only one well {Ho. 1 In the section).

It has a throw of about 500 feet and dips in a southerly
direction.

Fault wFgH appears to cut well Ho. 1 (In the

section) also and at approximately the same place as fault
Together, they have a total throw of about 900 feet*
Fault WF ” appears to diverge from ”P,* and to have a slightly
gentler dip.

Fault wFgH strikes northeast-southwest, dip® to

the southeast, and has a maximum throw of about 350 feet.
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There are two minor faults associated with fault *F R*
They both pass between wells So. 2 and Mo. 3 (in the section).
"Che larger, with a maximum throw of more than 125 feet, is
labeled

These faults are probably branches from fault

*Fgw or radial faults which extend toward wFgtt»
Fault "F4* crosses the structure about a half mil® south
of the center of doming {3,000-9,000 foot level5 with an eastwest strike*

The southern block has been dropped, the maximum

vertical displacement being more than 500 feet.

The down thrown

block appears to be cut by a series of small radial faults in
the southeast quarter of section 16*

These faults are much

too small to be accurately traced, and for this reason, they
have been omitted from the section.

They appear to be down-

thrown toward the major fault, nF4w .
A large major fault,
the structure*

cuts the southern flank of

It was not identified in any wells, but was

inferred fro® the abrupt change of levels between wells Mo*
10 and Mo. 11 {in the section)*

This change in level amounts

to about 630 feet, which, with fch© southward dip of the fault
and the strata, would indicate a vertical displacement of
more than 500 feet*
The relation of production to faulting is clear in only
a few parts of the structure*

South of fault

closure is

formed by southward dipping sands against the fault.
tion here is from the southern downthrown side.

Produc

Similar pro

duction closure appears to be present on the southern downthrown
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side of fault

where the dip of the sediments is south

ward.
The producing area in section 9 and the northern half
of section 16 is not so clearly defined.
thrown In relation to faults »F %
In relation to

WP2%

The block is downand r,F3", and upthrown

The electrical logs show considerable

variation In the appearance of various wXltho!ogic” units which
may be due to lack of uni form! ty of the sediments or to a net
work of small faults.
The highest structural block on the northern flank has
been penetrated by a single well {NO. 1 In the section) which
was not productive.
This structure cannot be classed with either of the two
more coannon types since the principal faults all dip in about
the same direction.

Faults on the southern flank dip south

ward away from the center of doming.

Several explanations

may be suggesteds
1.

This structure may be a wneww type not recognized

In the study of the deep-seated structures;
2.

The unusual arrangement of the faults may result

from Interference between two structures which ar® close to
gether, or a salt plug which, has splitj
3.

The common southward dip of the faults suggests a

structural relationship to the northern flank of the Gulf
Coast Geosyncline.
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FIELD, AVOYELLES PARISH, LOUISIANA

It10 Bola Field is located, at the extreme northern limit
of the Gulf Coast salt-dome belt in Louisiana*

flak (1940,

pp. 206-219) and Bates (1941, pp* 1365-1395) h a w given de
tailed reports of the subsurface structure*
The structure was located solely by geophysics*

Leases

were taken but later released after a torsion balance survey
in 1928*

Additional geophysical work “rediscovered® the field

In 1933*

The discovery well was completed In January, 1939

as a producer fropi Wilcox sands.
The subsurface structure consists of a deep dome, roughly
oval, located with several other fields on a broad gentle re
gional nose.

It Is reported (Bates, 1941, p. 1381) that the

Cheneyville salt-dome, located about five miles to the north
west, has a close structural relationship*

Dips outward from

the center of the dome are between 40 and 60 feet per thousand,
or about twice the regional dip of about 125 feet per mile*
The domal structure is complexly faulted.

The throw of faults

ranges to more than 200 feet and the fault dips average 50°*
The faults divide the area Into a number of Independent struc
tural segments, several of which are too low to be commercially
productive.
The outstanding structural feature Is a central graben
which has been divided by a number of transverse faults Into
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a series of blocks which step down successively to the south.

Th& eastern up thrown flank Is divided into wedge-shaped blocks
by several radial faults.

A few radial faults ar© also present

on the western upthrown flank.
The graben is located between the two major faults, {A}
and {£}, which are roughly parallel,

The graben is divided

by the transverse faults (K), (K), (X), (?), (Y), and (B).
the major fault, (A), Is offset by the strong transverse
fault (B).
fault, (Z).

The fault (T) may be an extension of the major
The major faults show definite outward curvature

when shown as traces on the top of the Cockfield or Wilcox
sands.

It is reported by Bates that the displacement decreases

as the fault planes are traced upward through the geologic
section, and that the strike changes repeatedly.
the faults may be seen to bifurcate.

Several of

The faulting was con

tinuously active through the early Tertiary and into the
middle Miocene, above which the effects can no longer be
detected.
Of the effects of faulting on well energy. Bates (1941,
pp. 1394-1595) statest
"In general the larger segmental fault
blocks (such as the one on the northeast
of the field between faults "Att and "B")
having their apex at or near the top of
the dome, bounded by radial faults, and
with free access to the downdip limits of
structure will show no effect of faulting
in their pressure characteristics. They
will flow by a strong combination of ga®
expansion and water drive, and will have
the longest flowing life. Portions of
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such segments which are cut off by strike
faulting from water drive from the lower
extremities of the structure will produce
by gas expansion only* Sealed-off por
tions lower on structure with availability
to water drive will produce by this latter
m a n s entirely* Minor faulting will pro
duce reservoir conditions intermediate
between these three types.”
The Eols structure is a rather complex example of the
dome-with-graben type of deep-seated dome.

Hie major faults,

if projected, would appear to meet at a point not far below
the lower limits of the deeper wells, indicating that the top
of the salt lies only a short distance below.
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BRATH FIELD, VERMILION PARISH, LOUISIANA
This structure was located In 1936 as a result of re
flection seismograph surreys carried out for The Texas Company,
Drunella Oil Company, and the Tidewater Associated Oil Company
(Oil Weekly, March 16, 1942, p* 130).

The area was covered ‘by-

torsion balance for the OeSoto Oil Company In 1938*

The dis

covery well was completed by The Texas Company In April, 1940.
At the present time (June, 1943) a very active drilling cam
paign Is In progress.

There are about sixteen possible pro

ducing sands, all of Miocene age*

Ho salt or dome material

has yet been found to a total depth of about 12,000 feet.
The subsurface structure on the top of the ”10,400 foot*
s&nd consists of a dome about four miles in diameter crossed'
by a large normal fault.

The total structural relief Is

approximately 550 feet as measured between well No* 2 (in the
section) and the well in section 14.

On this sand the fault

trace Is about one half mile north of the center of uplift*
On the northern flank the dips are considerably steeper? 225
feet per mile as against 150 feet per mil© on the southern
flank.

The steeper dips on the northern upthrown block of

the fault are believed to be evidence of the direct effect
of the upward thrust of the salt against the upthrown block.
The indirect effect on the southern downthrown block is indi
cated by leaser dip.
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The dome is offset by a single major fault with a measured
throw of more than 400 feet.

The maximum throw is probably 500

feet, which is approximately equal to the observed amount of
total structural relief.

The major fault strikes roughly north-

east-southwest and dips to the south.

Kast of tho center of

section 16, the fault strike appears to be east-west when
plotted graphically.

However, if such strike continued east

ward, the fault plane should cut the well in section 14*
evidence of this fault could be found in this well.

Mo

An exten

sion of the northeast strike would carry the fault to the north
of this well, but in order to pass to the south, the fault strike
most be changed to southeast.
A single minor fault was found crossing the southwest
corner of section 15.

It has a throw of about 40 feet and

dips to the northeast.
Production of oil, distillate, and gas is possible from
many sands below the 8,000 foot level.

Hie major fault crosses

the structure near its center of uplift which makes it possible
for production to be obtained from both the upthrown and downthrown aides.

The southern, downthrown block has a much greater

productive area.
This structure is very similar to the Tepetafco structure,
and may be classed as of the simple offset dome type.

It re

sembles Tepetate not only in general structural features, but
also in similar orientation of the major fault.
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GIBSON FIELD, TERREBONNE PARISH, LOUISIANA
This structure was discovered in 1936 by the Barnsd&ll
Oil Company and i;h© Shell Oil Company using reflect!on s©i s«
mograph (Oil Weakly, March 16, 1942, p. 128)* The producing
area, about on© mile to the northeast ("North Gibson” or
"Northeast Gibson"), was located at the same time.
producing well was completed in February, 1937.

The first

The first

producing well In "Northeast Gibson" was completed in August,
1941*

There are a number of producing sands of Miocene age.

No salt has been found to a maximum depth of 11,350 feet*
This structure cannot be readily compared with the more
typical varieties of deep domes#
small domed areas of closure.

There are apparently three

There are two faults, both of

which strike northwest and dip to the southwest.

Both have

approximately equal throws, the maximum being about 75 feet.
Each serves to provide part of the closure for a productive
area on its northeast, up thrown side.

The maximum measurable

structural relief is about 100 feet.
The northeast area has very gentle doming and closure
of about 25 feet.

There may be one or more faults too small

to be readily detected.
Judging from the small amount of structural relief and
the small throw of the faults, the salt must be at a groat
distance below.

If this is the correct interpretation, faults
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and ttFgB would be expected to increase in throw downward,
becoming true major faults.'

A downward projection of the dip

of these faults would indicate that the top of the salt column
lies in section 41 or farther to the southwest.
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GILLIS-ENGLISH BAYOU FIELD, CALCASIEU PARISH, LOUISIANA
According to Leyendecker (1935, p* 62) the Gillis field,
located on the northern half* of the structure, was discovered
by the Union Sulphur Company using reflection seismograph after
gas seepages had called attention to the area*

Torsion balance

surveys for the Gulf Refining Company and the Shell Petroleum
Corporation were carried out several years later*

After two

unsuccessful attempts, the discovery well was completed in a
sand of lower Miocene age in 1934*

A reflection seismograph

map of the area is given by Eby and Clark {1935, p* 376)*
The English Bayou field Is located about one mile south
of the Gillis field on the southern half of the dome* Torsion
balance surveys were completed In 1933*

Detailed reflection

seismograph work was done for the Fohs Oil Company*
faults were located.

Several

Leyendecker (1935, p. 62) states that

this operator’s torsion balance picture is similar to that of
the Iowa dome located about eight miles due east.

The discovery

wall was completed In February, 1935*
According to Leyendecker (1935, p* 63) the GiIlls-English
Bayou dome lies on a large salt ridge, which Includes Iowa,
Welsh, Roanoke and possibly Lockport, and that this ridge is
expressed as a minimum ridge with the oil fields located at
the apexes*
The subsurface structure of the GlIlls-English Bayou
area between the 6,000*7,000 foot levels may be described as
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* circular dome at least two and. one half mi lea in diameter,
crossed east-west by a central graben on® mil© wide*

As well

as the two most prominent faults which form the graben, there
are several faults of the radial type*
closure is not more than 250 feet*

The maximum effective

The blocks on the southern

flank show steeper dips than those on the north#
The southern flank of the dome rises steeply toward
fault

which strikes roughly east-west and has a maximum

throw of about 275 feet*

This flank Is productive on the

southern upt hr own side of this fault.

The eastern end of this

block is broken by a small north-south striking radial fault,
°Fgm, and & small east-west striking minor fault, mF^qW* which
appears to have parallel dip and strike to the major fault

The central graben, located between the northward dipping
major fault, HP^n, and the southward dipping major fault,
Is cut by a pair of longitudinal faults, BFgW and nFgB, which
dip to the north*
feet*

Their combined displacement is about 125

Although they may be described as minor, they provide

an effective oil seal which has resulted in an area which
produces from the beds within the graben which dip southward
toward fault

The location of this producing area within

the graben is proof of the accumulation of the oil within the
dome prior to faulting.

Oil sands which were co-extensiv© have

now been dislocated and sealed off by fault "F^.

Leyendecker

{1935, p. 63) mentions that several sands in the vicinity of
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fault

are hardened to solid rook but are porous and oil

hearing a short distance away*

The failure of two wells to

produce from the upthrown side of the fault is attributed to
the cementing of sands near the fault*
The e S3 tern end of th© graben is cut by three radial
faults, * F q % *^11** *^ 1 2 *3

"^13".

In th© extreme ©astern

end, the upthrown sides of these faults produce traps which
support a few producing wells.
The northern flank of the dome Is separated from the
graben by a large major fault which strikes east-west and is
downthrown to th® south.

There is a structural relief of

about 500 feet between the highest part of the flank and the
lowest block of the graben*

Fault ttF^H has a maximum throw

of about 500 feet which indicates that th© total relief of
the structure Is also 500 feet or more.

Hie throw of fault

*F^* Is about 350 feet between the 4,000-5,000 foot levels.
Hi© northern flank Is divided by a large radial fault,
with a maximum throw of about 120 feet, and two smaller radial
faults, wFgn and "Fi4 *« Fault "Fg" strikes northeast-southwest
and probably abruptly terminates on intersecting major fault
It serves as an effective seal to the sands on its
northwest side and together with fault
est producing block within the field.

creates th© broad
This northwest pro

ducing flank is crossed east-west by a minor fault,
has a throw of about 50 feet.

which

This fault tends to retard th©

free migration of the oil updlp to the

highest

part of th©

104

flank and thus extends the productive area a abort distance
to the north«
This structure is a typical example of the doms-withgraben type, and is similar to Soodlawn and Iowa*

It demon-

atrates th© large number and variety of faults which complicate
structures of this type.

It Is believed that a few other

patches of production remain to be discovered*

The oil ori

ginally in the unfaulted dome Is still In the general area
of the center of the dome.

Faulting has caused It to be

separated into small patches in the highest parts of th®
individual fault blocks.

The large number of faults present,

their fairly large size, and the relief of the structure are
believed to Indicate that the top of the salt lies only a
short distance below.
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GBA&D BAT FIELD* PLAQUEMINES PARISH, LOUISIANA
According to Lockwood»s Report (1940, p. 131), the Grand
Bay dome was located In 1937 as a result of gravimeter and re
flection seismograph work carried out by the Gulf Refining
Company which holds leases on the entire field*

About a third

of the producing area Is located beneath the waters of Breton
Sound*

The discovery well was completed In July, 1938*

are six or more producing sands of Miocene age.
approximately 40 wells had been drilled,

There

By June, 1943,

'Bo salt has yet been

encountered•
The subsurface structure so far revealed appears to be
& portion of a large gentle dome crossed by two major faults*
The center of the domed area Is apparently located in the
vicinity of well No. 1 (in the section) on the southwestern
edge of the producing area*

The total relief of the structure,

as indicated by the combined maximum throws of the two faults,
is about 550 feet*
Fault

wf ^ w

has a northwest-southeast strike and is down-

thrown to the southwest.
the lip Is about 48°*

The maximum throw is 300 feet and

Fault ffF ” also has a northwest-south-

east strike and la downthrown to the southwest*

Its maximum
©
throw Is 250 feet and Its dip appears to be about 60 * The
structural result of these two faults is a series of steps
descending to the southwest*

There are no other indications

of the presence of major faults*
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No minor faults were observed*
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As the faults are located on the northeast flank of a
domed structure* there is closure against th© northeast upthrown side of both faults which results in separate oil and
water levels for each sand in each block or segment*

A gentle

reversal of dip on the southwest edge of the producing area
has provided sufficient closure to result in production from
the southwest down thrown side (well Ho* 1 in the section)*
The irregularities in th© pattern of contours in the central
block are probably due to slight deviations in the wells*
The

Grand Bay structure Is similar to that of Quarantine

Bay* which is located about 15 miles to the northwest*

Although

the structures are similar, the principal faults at Quarantine
Bay strike northeast-southwest, or about at right angles to the
faults in Grand Bay*

'This is believed to be good supporting

evidence of the lack of regional control of any kind on the
faults in individual structures in this part of the Cpastal
salt-dome belt.

The right angle between fault strikes, how

ever, may indicate a local relationship between these structures.
Since both Grand Bay and Quarantine Bay fields represent only
relatively small parts of the respective domes, it is believed
that additional wells will reveal both as structures of the
dome-with-grafcen type.
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GRAND

LAKE

FIELD, CAMERON PARISH, LOUISIANA

Lockwood fs Report (1940, p. 135} states that th® pros
pect was outlined in 1935 by a reflection seismograph survey
carried out for the Pure Oil Company*

In 1939 the lease was

assigned to the Superior Oil Company which carried out addi
tional geophysical work*
May, 1939*
age*

The discovery well was completed in

There are at least four productive sands of Miocene

At the present time, production is divided between the

Super!or Oil Company and the Amerada Petroleum Corporation*
The entire productive area is located beneath th© wators of
Grand Lake.
11,334 feet*

No salt has been reached to a total depth of
On June 1, 1943 there had been drilled a total

of 25 wells, of which only one (No. 6 in the section) was not
productive*
The subsurface structure between th© 8,000 and 9,000
foot levels consists of a simple, gentle, slightly elongate
dome with a slightly longer northwest-southeast axis*

A

minor fault with a throw of about forty feet, down thrown to
the east, crosses th© eastern edge of th© field.

Th© domed

area is steepest on the southern flank*
Above the 7,000 foot level there are a pair of major
faults which cross the structure with a general northwestsoutheast direction of strike*
north*

These faults appear to divide at times, and to show

a general convergence at depth*

111
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Both are downthrown to the

Th© maximum displacement for
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Qfceh. appears to be about 100 feet.

On th© map these have

been projected down to th© level of the contoured sand and
shown as a single fault with a throw of about 200 feet. In
both faults, the throw gradually increases with depth.

The

total structural relief, as Indicated by the combined throw
of the major faults, would be in excess of 200 feet.
The structure cannot readily be classified, although It
Is apparently simple so far as it has been explored#

It Is

possible that other southward dipping faults will b® found to
the northeast to complete a graben.

In this connection it

may be pointed out that the Mallard Bay prospect (Howe, Hus sell,
and McGoIrt, 1935, pp. 11, 205, 212, 175, 176) Is located
about three miles to the northeast of the Grand Lake field.
Additional exploration may reveal the Mallard Bay prospect
to be the northeastern upthrown flank of the Grand Lake struc
ture lying to the northeast of a central graben*
At Grand Lake, the closure Is a result of doming rather
than faulting, since there la a barren area between the fault
and the edge of production.

In any case, the salt appears to

be at a considerable depth below the deepest wells, mid the
more important characterizing features of this structure lie
beyond the limits of the present wells.
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HORSESHOE BAYOU FIELD, ST. MARY PARISH, LOUIS IA M
'Shis structure was discovered in 1929 by th© Purs Oil
Company using reflection seismograph (Oil Weekly, March 16,
1942, p* 126)*
The

It was re studied in 1935 by Th© Texas Company.

discovery well was completed in August, 1937.

ft few producing sands of Miocene age.
at levels below 9,000 feet*

There are

The producing sands are

Ho salt has been encountered*

This field is exceptional in that a number of faults
have been found with a small master of wells.

Although the

area is not well explored, there is good evidence of a dome
structure crossed northwest-southeast by a complex central
graben*

There are at least four large and several small faults

associated with this graben*
Fault "F^11, with a throw of about 500 feet, cuts well
No* 1 (in the section) near the 9,000 foot level.
tion of strike is unknown*
th© 7,500 foot level.

Its direc

Fault *FgW cuts well No* 1 near

Its throw Is about 400 feet.

Fault

probably dips to the southwest.
Fault *F-*
a maximum throw of about 350 feet. It
o
ha* a definite northwest-southeast strike and southwest dip.
This fault divides into two approximately equal branch faults.
Fault "F." has a northwest-southeast strike and a north4
east dip* Th© maximum throw is about 500 feet. It cuts well
No* 0 (in th© section) at the 7,750 foot level.
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There is a
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smaller faulty
foot level.

which cuts this well Just below th© 9,000

Fault flPg* has a throw of about 120 feet*

Its

strike is unknown, but is probably parallel to fault

*

The graben at Horseshoe Bayou is bounded by fault HF^tt
on the northeast and fault WF ” on the southwest*
5
faults serve to divide th© graben longitudinally.

Th© other
Th© central

block in the graben is 600 feet lower structurally than the
contoured sand in well No* 1 (in the section).
the dome lie outside of the limits of drilling*

13a© flanks of
Th© center

of the dome probably lies in section 15.
Present production is obtained from the upthrown sides
of the various large faults, and seems to be dependent upon
Hading the highest structural part of each block.

The pre

dominance of shale over sand below the 9,000 foot level in
creases the uncertainty of correlations and makes it impossible
to pick accurately the points where the faults cut wells#
This structure, although only partially explored, appears
to be a typical example of the dome-wlth-graben type.

Th©

large throw of the faults together with th© close approach of
fault planes below the 11,000 foot level indicate th© presence
of the salt plug a short distance below th® bottom of the
deepest wells.
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IOWA FIELD, CALCASIEU PARISH, LOUISIANA
Teas (1952, pp. 255-256} describes the discovery of
this structure as followss
"The Iowa dome*..was also marked by sur
face gas seeps that had attracted the
attention of Lee Hager as early as 1916.
In 1925 the Gulf Company, also drawn to
the area by the seeps, drilled to 5,381
feet, 2 1/2 miles north of the discovery
well, and again in 1926 the Union Sulphur
Company, after some refraction seismograph
work, drilled two wells 2 1/2 miles north
east of the Vacuum well, the deepest to
4,850 feet. Finally, the Vacuum Company,
because of the favorable character of the
gas seeps, undeterred by these failures,
assembled a block of leases for geophysi
cal work* However, before this work could
be commenced, th© Shell Corporation, while
shooting another area by refraction methods,
picked up a fast shot indicating salt and
took a block of leases adjoining Vacuumfs
block on the south. Torsi on-balance work
by the Vacuum definitely showed deep salt,
which was confirmed by both refraction and
reflect! on shooting.n
The discovery well was completed by the Vacuum Oil
Company in Herniary, 1931*

This well is located in the ex

treme southeast c o m e r of section 12.
producing sands of Miocen© age.

Thar© ar© a number of

Many of the early wells were

drilled to shallow sands, particularly those In the northern
half of section 13*

Ho salt has been encountered.

Some of the first electrical logs to be mad© in this
country were run here*

Because of their crude nature, many

of these are almost useless*

Sine© th© adaptation of elec

trical logs was not general, many wells have no logs except
119

120

for portiona which h&v© been recently deepened*

The accom

panying structure map, although baaed on all of the available
information, is not considered a very satisfactory represen
tation* of th© structure since there are many small faults which
cannot be traced*
The subsurface structure consists of a dome at least
two mile3 In diameter, crossed east-west by a pair of faults,
*F^® and n&2*» fcofch with throws of about 350 feet*
dips to the south and. fault wFgW dips to th© north*

Fault
They

appear to intersect between th® 6,000-7,000 foot lewis*
definite proof that fault “Fg® crosses

No

could b© found

because of the limited number of wells reaching below 7,000
feet*

Fault “Fg® shows a tendency to decrease in throw in well

No* 6 (in the section) which may mean that it is a complementary
fault*

The strong arching of the sediments in the graben offer

additional support to this possibility*
Another fault, “F^®, strikes east-west through th© graben
block*

It dips to the south and apparently offsets fault wFgfr.

Its maximum throw is more than 100 feet.
The largest major fault apparently cuts wells No. 1 and
No. 2 (in the section), but the actual points of intersection
cannot be definitely picked.

One of several possible correla

tions indicates a throw of 650 feet.

Its most likely direction

of dip Is to the north*
The southern flank dips steeply at a rate of about 500
feet per mile, while the dips of the northern flank are gentler,

dipping at a rat© of 200 feet per mile.

The northern .flank

is broken up into many blocks by a number of minor faults*
these are interpreted as radial faults, but the aval1able In
formation offers several possible interpretations.
Th© greater part of the early production was obtained

from, shallow sands within the graben.
in part by faults

The closure is provided

and 8F g % and also by the strong arching

of the wedge of sediments.

Production is obtained from the

deeper sands on both of the flanks on the up thrown sides of
faults

and ”Fg”.

There are many minor faults which alter

water levels and offer numerous complications.
This field is of the dome-with-graben type.

It may be

noted that the orientation of the principal faults Is similar
to Gil11s-English Bayou, which lies about six miles due west.
The main graben at Iowa is bounded on the north by fault nF^8
and by a larger northward dipping fault found only In wells
So* 1 and No. 2 (in the section) on the southern edge of the
field*

Th© numerous complications of faulting indicate th®

presence of salt a short distance below the 9,000 foot level*
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LAFITTE FIELD, JEFFFHSON PARISH, LOUISIANA
this structure was located In 1934 as a result of re
flection seismograph and other geophysical work carried out
by The Texas Company and the Louisiana Land and Exploration
Company*

Th© discovery well was completed in May, 1935*

It

is reported (Oil Weekly, March 16, 1942, p* 114) that this
was the first field In the world to produce oil from depths
below 10,000 feet*
Miocene age*

There are a number of producing sands of

Ho salt has yet been encountered to 12,000 feet*

The subsurface structure between the 8,000—9,000 foot
levels consists of a dome about five miles In diameter crossed
north-south-by a central graben two miles wide*

Th© apparent

structural relief is about 700 feet, which is the approximate
equivalent of the relief indicated by the combined throw of
faults

and “Fg**
Fault

strikes north-south and dips to the east*

The maximum throw is about 400 feet.
western edge of the graben*

This fault forms th©

It provides the barrier which

makes possible production from the extreme western flank of
the dome*
The eastern edge of the graben la bounded by fault
which strikes north-south and dips to the west*
throw Is more than 500 feet*

The maximum

A few wells produce from the

upthrown aide near the fault*

124

125

The graben is divided centrally by fault *P " which
has a northeasterly strike arid is down thrown to the east#
On the contoured horizon, tills fault has a throw of about
500 feet, but at the 6,Q0Q foot level th© throw is about
450 feet*

This seems to be a result of the effect of the
fault, ”?£*’, which has a throw of 300-feet at

complementary

the 5,000 foot level, and a throw of 175 feet at the 7,000
foot level*

Faults sFgw and

form a gr&ben-lik© wedg©

which occupies a position near the center of th© dome*
central block Is further complicated by fault

Th©

which

crosses the section with a low angle of apparent dip*

A

fault in the center of section 28 is probably the projection
of fault "F^**

Th© higher parts of the graben on either side

of fault *Fg* are productive*
In th© western half of section 29, a small radial fault,
with a throw of about 100 feet, extends southeastward from
the major fault nF^*#

Between faults

and wFr>tt in the

eastern part of section 29, there is a southward dipping fault
with a throw of about 200 feet*
The Lafitte structure is a typical example of the domewith-graben*

Production Is obtained from both o f 'the flanks

outside the graben, and from within the graben#
flanks have not yet been drilled.

The southern

The complexity of faulting

and the sis© of the major faults Indicate the presence of salt
a short distance below th© 12,000 foot leval*
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LAKE LONG FIELD, LAFOURCHE PARISH, LOUISIANA
Lockwood*s Report (1940, p* 135} states that the struc
ture was outlined b y torsion balance and reflection seismograph
for the Foha Oil Company and the Pilgrim Exploration Company*
Si® discovery well was completed In June, 1937*
least five producing sands of Miocene age*

There are at

No salt has been

discovered to a total depth of 11,547 feet*
Th© subsurface structure is not too well revealed by
th© nineteen wells which have been drilled to th® present
time (June 1, 1943}*

The accompanying map represents an in

terpretation of the structure between th© 9,000-10,000 foot
levels*

The domed area has a width of nearly on® and on© half
The largest fault,

miles*

with a maximum throw of about

500 feet, Grosses the structure with a northwest-southeast
strike, and dips to the west.

This causes tins eastern flank

to be at least 250 feet higher, structurally, than any block
to the west*

The eastern Tipthrown block produces some gas.

The main producing area lies on the western downthrown
side of fault "F^**
present*

At least three radial faults seem to be

They have the following amounts of throws ,rFgH 1:8

150 feet, possibly more;

= 50 feet; and wF^tt 38 90 feet*

The largest of these faults, nFgW, strikes approximately
parallel to the line of the section and appears between th©
0,000-8,000 foot levels on th© section*

128

In points in the

129

section, the throw appears to be as much as 200 feet*

Th©

production on the western flank is considerably complicated
by these faults*
The structure of Lake Long is tentatively classified
as & simple offset dome*

It is rather unusual In producing

from both the high and low sides of the principal fault* Th©
total structural relief, as indicated by the throw of this
fault, would be In excess of 300 feet*
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RQRTH CROWLEY FIELD, ACADIA PARISH, LOUISIANA
According to the Oil Weekly (March 16, 1942, p. 99) this
structure was discovered by the Humble Oil and Refining Company
In 1935 as a result of surface geology, reflection seismograph
and gravity work.

A map showing the refraction seismograph

anomaly recognised prior to discovery of oil, Is given by
Rosaire (1940, p. 1410).
in September, 1937.

The discovery well was completed

There are a number of producing sands of

Miocene age*
The subsurface structure, between the 6,500*7,50-0 foot

levels, consists of segments of a broad dome crossed by two
large faults and a number of minor ones.

The highest part

of the south flank Is at least 300 feet higher than the
highest part of the producing area on the northern downthrown
side.

The largest fault,

and dips to th© northwest#

strikes northeast-southwest
The maximum displacement Is about

750 feet, which Is believed to be approximately equivalent to
the total relief of this structure.
east of well Ho. 3 (In the section).
In a more northerly direction.

This fault divides just
One branch, wFgtt, extends

wFgff has a maximum throw of

about 290 feet where it joins

and decreases to less than

200 feet at the edge of the field.

The northeastward extension

of fault

has a throw of more than 450 feet.

There Is a

small southwestward dipping fault, *F3”, which crosses th®
field with a northeasterly strike a few hundred feet west of

132
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fault *Fg*.

Its dip opposes that of *Fgw and Its throw in*

creases upward to a maximum of about 100 feet*

This fault Is

considered to be complementary to the major faults,

and

At least three minor faults cross th® western part of
the field from northeast to southwest*

The throws of these

faults range from 30 to 80 feet.
The minor faults in this structure are w r y difficult
to follow*

There are several faults In the lower part of the

accompanying section which cannot be definitely located*
The production in this field Is from both the upthrown

and downthrown sides of the largest fault,

Thor© are

at least two wells (Kg. 5 and Bo* 6 in th© section) which
could be productive both above or below this fault*

This

relationship is believed to be strong evidence to support
the contention that the oil accumulated in the structure prior
to the faulting, which has only served to separate the original
accumulation Into segments with different structural levels*
The wells in sections 3, 4, and 44 are located on the south
east flank, which is on the upthrown side of th© faultj they
are located too far downdip to be productive*
Since this structure has no southward dipping major

faults, it must b© classed as a simple offset dome of a more
or less intermediate type between Tepetate, which produces
from th© downthrown side of a major fault, and Barataria or
$rand Lake, which produce from the upthrown aide.

The number

154

of minor faults and th© amount of throw of the major faults
is believed to indicate that the top of the salt column is
onlx * short distance below the 10,000 foot level*
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PARADIS FIELD, ST. CHARLES PARISH, LODISIAKA
This structure was discovered In 1933 as a result of
reflection seismograph work carried out by The Texas Company*
The discovery well was completed In June, 1939*

There are a

number of possible producing sands of Miocene age below the
9,000 foot level*

So salt has been discovered to a depth ex

ceeding 11,000 feet*
A very active drilling campaign was in progress just
prior to the preparation of the accompanying map*

Unfortu

nately the logs of several of the most recent wells were not
made available at a sufficiently early date to be Included in
this report*
The producing ares occupies th© northern half of a
dome with Its center near well Ho* 5 (in the section). Tbls
"half of a dome” has a minimum structural relief of 650 feet*
The productive area has a radius of about one and one quarter
miles*

There are two radial faults,

the accompanying contour map*

”F^n and nFg, shown on

"^*1 * kas a throw of about 75

feet and HFg” has a throw of 100 feet*
The few wells in th© southern half of the dome do not
provide sufficient information

for a satisfactory understanding

of this part of the structure*
A fault, "Fg”, with an east-west strike passes through
several wells in section 33*

In th© cross section it Is Indi

cated as passing between wells Ho* 5 and Ho* 6 *
137

A fault with

138

a throw o f 590 fo o t cuts well Ho* 5 just above the 8*000
foot level*

There is not sufficient Information to deter

mine whether this fault Is the one Identified as

in

sect!on 58 or whether it Is a separate fault*
Wells Wo* 1, Wo. 2 and Ho* 3 In the section probably
contain large faults*

It Is almost impossible to make satis

factory correlations among the few wells In the southern half
of the structure*

Trial sections extended to the southern

most well in section 38 indicate a fault with a throw of 600
feet which probably dips toward the south.
There is a noticeable thinning of th© strati graphic
section of the wells with higher structural positions.

For

example, a comparison of the lower 2,000 feet of wells Ho*
5 and So* 9 reveals a shortening, of 125 feet in well Ho* 5.
Most of th© loss seems to have taken place in- th© more sandy
layers*

This Is the only case where strati graphic shortening

appears to be definitely a result of arching contemporaneous
with Miocene sedimentation*
Production Is derived almost exclusively from the
northern half of the dome which lies on th© upthrown side
<

of at least one major fault*

\

This structure cannot be definitely classified until
mere information is available from the southern half of the
dome.

A graben probably occupies th© southern part of sec-

tions 40, 39, and 33*
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QUARANTINE BAY FIELD, PLAQUEMINES PARISH, LOUISIANA
According to Lockwood*a Report (1940, p* 229) this struc
ture was located in 1936 by a reflection seismograph survey
carried out for the Gulf Refining Company*. About two thirds

of the producing area lies beneath th© ’Waters of Breton Sound*
Yh© entire field has been developed by the dulf Refining Com
pany*

The discovery well was completed in Hovesiber, 1937*

There are at least four producing sands of Miocene age*

Ho'

salt has yet been encountered to a depth of 11,014 feet*
The subsurface structure between the 7,000 and 8,000
foot levels consists of the western flank of a domed area
crossed by two major faults*

The eastern half of the domed

area has not been drilled*
The two major faults cross the field from northeast to
southwest*

They have approximately similar directions of

strike which, In both cases, are slightly arcuate when traced
on the contoured sand*

The gentle arc reflects faintly th©

trend of the structural contours*

The largest major fault,

has a maximum vertical displacement of about 520 feet
which decreases very rapidly upward*

Its displacement is

about 300 feet between the 4,000-5,000 foot levels*

HP ^ .has

a calculated dip of about 52° and an average strike of H 30° E*
Fault

has a similar strike, but with a much gentler

dip of 42°, and If projected would intersect ttP1tl just east of

141

i4a
the field*

Th© major faults here are characterized b j a very

rapid upward decrease in throw*

There are several minor faults.

One, on the eastern edge of the ©astern block, has a throw of
75 feet while one along the western edge has a throw of 25
feet*

These seem to have similar strikes and dips to the

nearest major faults*
Along the northern edge of th© field there are possibly
two minor faults*

The larger of these Is downthrown to the

south and has a throw of between 50 and 100 feet.

This fault

Is quite possibly the one encountered In th© lower part of
well lo* 2 (In the section).

Ibis fault creates a small'area

of closure against the flank of the dome which extends pro
duction a short distance to the northwest.
The rest of the production Is taken from the upthrown
sides of the two major faults where the fault serves as a
seal against further migration up the westward dipping layers
on the western flanks of th© domed area.
fault.

The largest major

is th© present eastward limit of production#
In plan, this structure is similar to Grand Bay which

la located about 15 miles to the southeast.

As has been

pointed out In describing Grand Bay, Its faults have a strike
oriented at approximately right angles to those of Quarantine
Bay, and they dip to the south*

The lack of similar orienta

tion of th© faults Is taken as proof of lack of control by
regional faults or trend®.

Both of those structures are t.en

tirely classed as the dome-wlth-graben type, and it Is assumed
that further exploration of opposite flanks will reveal faults
to complete a central graben#
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HACELAKD FIELD, LAFOURCHE PA KISH, LODI S I A M
tills structure was located in 1936 following surface
geology, reflection, and refraction seismograph surveys car*
ried out by the Amerada Petroleum Corporation jointly with
the Louisiana Land and Exploration Company (Oil Weekly, March
16, 1942, p. 118).
uary, 1938.

Hi© discovery well was completed in Jan

About 23 wells had been drilled on the structure

by Jime, 1943.

Hie producing sands are of Miocene age.

Mo

salt has been discovered to a depth of 12,200 feet, but a
high concentration of salt in the drilling mud caused the
lower part of the electrical log of well Ho. 6 (in the sec
tion) to have a curve which cannot be correlated with any of
the other wells.

This condition existed while a run of the

logging equipment was made from 8,350-9,587 feet*

This may

indicate that the salt was very near*
Host of the wells are located on what appears to be
the northern one third of a subsurface dome.

Between the

7,000-8,000 foot levels the dome Is crossed by three major
faults with a common east-west strike.

The producing area

results from the closure of the nortnward dipping sands of
the northern flank as they rise against a pair of closely
spaced southward dipping faults, "Fg" and "F-j”.
constitute a double seal.

These faults

Hie gentl© curve of the contours

on the northern flank Is broken by a radial fault, ”F^W, which
extends northwestward from the highest part of the domed flank.

145
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’This fault &iwi&es th© flank into two productive segments#
Fault *F^n has a throw of about 35 feet«

Fault "Fg*1 has a

maximum throw of about 200 feet east of the line of the sec
tion and somewhat less to the west beyond its junction with
*F^W«

Fault *?£* has a maximum throw of about 400 feet..

Faults " F ^ % **Fgw and

ail clip to the south*

fhe southern half of the section is crossed between
the 5,500-7,500 foot levels by a fault,

which strikes

roughly parallel with the line of the section.
about 100 feet.

Its throw is

Other information on this fault appears to

be lacking.
A large major fault,

cuts the southernmost well

of th© section (Ho* 7} at the 8,000 foot level.

This fault

has a throw of about 950 feet and apparently dips to the
north, defining th© southern side of a central graben.

The

throw of this fault would indicate that the total structural
relief is about 1,000 feet.

Th© southern half of the dome

beyond this well has not been drilled.
Only the northern half of this structure has been defi
nitely outlined, but there soeras to be strong evidence of a
central graben which would cause it to b© classed as of th©
dome-with-graben type.

The graben has been dropped at least

500 feet lower than the highest part of the north flank.
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ROAHOKE FIELD,. JEFFERSON DAVIS PARISH, LOUIS IAEA
Sawtelle (1936, p* 733) reports that this structure was
discovered b y torsion balance survey in 1985*,

On the other

hand, Lockwood*s Report (1940, p. 233) states that the struc
ture was outlined with torsion balance and reflection seismo
graph by the Vacuum Oil Company in 1928*

The presence of

surface indications and a torsion balance minimum are mentioned
by the Oil Weekly (March 16, 1942, p. 116)*

The discovery

well was completed by the Shall Oil Company in May, 1934 fol
lowing several shallow unsuccessful tests In section 14*
salt has been discovered to a depth of 10,748 feet*

Ho

The pro

ducing sands are of lower Miocene age*
The subsurface structure between the 6,000-7,000 foot
levels appears to be the western half of a large dome cut by
several large faults with a general north-south strike*

The

central part of the dome is cut by a graben about one mil#
wide*

The eastern flank remains to be explored*

All of th©

production is obtained from sands on the westward dipping flank
of the dome, the closure on the eastern side being provided
by fault "F^* which has a total throw of about 425 feet. Fault
divides toward the north into,two eastward dipping radial
faults: w^gW# with a throw of about 40 feet, and f,Fgff with a
throw of about 80 feet*

The throw of fault

149

is about 200

150

feet at th© northern edge of the field*

t- small eastward

dipping fault, ttP4n, with a throw of about 100 feet, appears
an th© southern edge of the field*

Its relation to

could not b© determined*
fher© are a number of minor faults whleh become pro
minent at levels below 7,000 feet*

The overall effect of

these faults is a flattening of the dip In th© ©astern half
of section 11 on the contoured layer*

fhis Is a somewhat

false impression since this part of the structure Is cut by
& series of very small faults which cannot be shown on th®
map*

Several of these appear in the section*

It was found

to be almost Impossible to trace these faults for any dis
tance*
On the extreme northwestern flank a small eastward
dipping fault, with a throw of about 65 feet, has provided
sufficient closure to result in an extension of production*
Practically no satisfactory details of structure could
be obtained In the area east of the center of section 12*
Veil Ho* 8 (In the section) contains a pair of eastward
dipping faults with a combined throw of about 370 feet*
fell Ho. 9 (in the section) has at least two large faults*
One, at a depth of 6,670 feet, has a throw of 450 feet and
one at 7,000 feet has a throw of 725 feet*

Both are believed

to dip to the west, completing the central graben.

Ihes© two

faults bring the eastern flank of the dome to a structural
position a few hundred feet higher than the western flank-*

151

The combined displacement of the fault In well Ho# 9 would
suggest that the total structural relief of the dome is about
1*200 feet or more#
A well located, about a thousand feet southeast of the
center of section 13 contains a fault with a throw of 900
feet at a depth of 5,900 feet and one with a throw of 350
feet at a depth of 6,640 feet.

The relation of these faults

to the ones mentioned above is not known#
The Roanoke structure may be classed as the dome-withgraben type. In some respects similar to Wood lawn#

It should

be pointed out, however, that some of Its major faults have
unusually large amounts of throw, which Indicates a large
amount of salt movement during or after late Miocene time#
The top of the salt is probably at a depth close to 11,000
feet#
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ST* GABRIEL FIELD, IBBHVTLLB PARISH, LOUIS IAHA
In 1939, following an extensive geophysical survey of
the area, the Shell Oil Company drilled two non-productive
wells (So* 7 and Ho* 8 in the section), In sections 18 and
19*

In 1940, another non-productive well was drilled In

the northwestern corner of section 20*

The leases were then

assigned to George H. Echols who completed the discovery
well in February, 1941*

By June 1 , 1943, a total of 31 wells

had been drilled of which 25 were productive of oil or gas*
the cross section, the tops of the
are indicated*

All are of Miocene age*

^J*, and nK n sands
Production Is

re

stricted to the northern upthrown side of a major fault on
the northeast flank of the dome*
The subsurface structure between th© 7,500-8,500 foot
levels consists of a domed area about three miles In diameter
with a central graben one half mil© wide*

Most of the wells

have been drilled on the northeastern flank outside of th©
grsben*
The producing area consists of a small dome, slightly
elongate along Its northwest-southeast axis, which lies upon
the flank of the principal dom®.

Closure is due to doming

except on the southern edge where th© producing sands are cut
off abruptly by fault

Th© productive closure is about

00 feet on the **FH sand.

154
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Fault "F^* strikes roughly northwest-southeast and Is
downthrows to th© south*

Its dip is about 58° and its maxi

mum vortical displacement Is more than 175 feet*

A comparison

of the fault throw in many of the wells reveals a gradual
decrease upward and horizontally from th© south-central edge
©f the producing area*

This condition, which la quit© evident

In this field, la believed to be a common characteristic of
major faults*
or fault "Fg” has a general east-west strike and Is
downthrown to the north*

The throw is approximately 350 feet*

A short distance above, there Is a smaller fault with a throw
of about 100 feet.

It Is probably parallel In dip and strike

to fault "Fg* and quit© possibly Is a branch or division of.
the larger fault*

Fault "Fg" Is believed to cut the well In

section 80 below the SFW sand and the well in th© southern
part of section 20 above the wF n sand.

Although th© southern

flank Is 125 feet higher structurally than the northern flank,
It does not appear to have productive possibilities* w
Between the two principal faults ther© is a central
graben which lies 350 feet lower than the southern flank
Vi
sad 230 feet lower than the highest part of the producing
area on the northern flank*

A minor fault with a throw of

about 40 feet Is Indicated on the northwest edge of the pro
ducing area*
The restriction of production to a single flank is not
common In structures of the dome-with-graben type.

This con

dition probably Indicates that the dome, which was developed

156
in the sedimentary layers prior to faulting, had its center
located near the present center of closure*

The original

accumulation, which migrated toward the center of this ori
ginal dome, has been only slightly disturbed by faulting*
The higher structural position of the southern flank is a
result of the greater displacement of fault f,FgH*

Since

this displacement is younger than the present accumulation
of oil and. gas, the southern flank is probably dry*

In this

ease the grab an appears to b® located a short distance to
the south of the center of doming*
The tendency of downward projections of faults to
Intersect just below the 10,000 foot level is taken as art
indication that the head of the salt column lies a short
distance below*
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SWEET IAKR FIIiD, CAMERON PARISH, LOUISIANA

According to Howe ana McGuirt (1938, pp. 151*159} the
gas seepages In the bed of the lake first called attention
to this structure*

The first wall was drilled in 192£, but

was abandoned at a depth of 3*252 feet*

doned at 3,062 feet*

A second was aban

A third well, drilled in 1925, blew out

and er&tered from a depth of 4,502 feet*

The first success

ful well was completed in October, 1926.

This was one of the

few deep-seated structures which was discovered prior to the
general use of geophysical Instruments*

The producing sands

are of mocene age*
The accompanying structure map has been based solely
on the electrical logs from later wells in the field. Earlier
wells, from which no logs are available, are indicated by the
following symbol: *o- *

The structure, as Indicated by this

llmited amount of data, is a very complexly faulted flank of
a dome*

It must be pointed out that the interpretation given
v

here is considered to offer only a very rough approximation

of the actual structure*

The complex nature of tbs faulting

makes it almost impossible to trace a single fault for any
distance*

Below the 6,000 foot level, the faults multiplied

to such an extent that they could not be traced definitely*
According to the accompanying interpretation, the pro
ducing area lies on the complexly faulted northeast flank of
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S domed structure•

Th© mop© Important faults strike roughly

aopthwest-southeast and dip to the southwest*

Fault "F^" has

a maximum throw of about 170 feet and its lower limits appear
to be divided into three small faults*

Fault "Fg* Is the

largest found, having a maximum throw of about 300 feet*
Fault *F3 * appears only below the 5,000 foot level and has a

throw of about 100 feet*
about 240 feet*

feet*

Fault

Faults ffF ^ %

Fault ,TF^ri has a maximum throw of
has a maximum throw of about 160

ttF^n and

appear to have either de

creasing downward throw or division of the fault plane into
many small faults*

Production Is obtained from the northeast

upthrown sides of the individual faults which, create a complex
system of small Individual reservoirs*

The highest point In

the field la about 300 feet higher structurally than a similar
point in a well to the south In section 13.

The faults which

cross the accompanying north—south cross section hav® a total
combined throw of more than 900 to 1,000 feet*
The confused nature of the faulting together with the
large amount of structural relief are taken as Ind!cations of
the presence of the head of the salt plug a short distance
below the lower limits of the deeper wells*

The Intensity

of faulting also accounts for the gas seepages which called
attention to the area*

This structure is probably of the

dome—with—grab©n type, the graben lying southwest of major
fault *Fg*.

The present knowledge is apparently confined to

the northeast quarter of the dome.
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TEPETATB FIELD, ACADIA PABISH, LOUISIANA
According to Bornhauser and Bates (1938, p. 287) the
credit for the discovery of this field must be given solely
to the application of geophysics*

The first Indications of

structure were obtained In 1930 by a reconnaissance tors Ionbalance survey conducted for the Tepetat© Oil Company.

The

prominent gravity minimum located In section 34 (see Plat©
53) was discovered by additional work done In 1933.

The

present producing structure, which centers In section 29,
was located by a reflection seismograph crew employing the
dip shooting method after the block had been taken over by
the Continental Oil Company.
by this work.

No major faulting was indicated

The discovery well was completed in July, 1935,

In sands of lower Miocene age*
The terrain is essentially flat, varying between 30 and
45 feet above sea level*

There are no surface indications of

structure or of the presence of oil or gas.
The presence of a pronounced gravity minimum indicates
that the structure Is the result of a deep-seated salt Intru
sion.

The subsurface structure consists of an anticline with

a north-south axis about one half as long as the major eastwest axis.

There are a number of slight irregularities In

the general oval pattern of the contours which may be due to
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small faults or the deviation of the wells*

The producing

area has a maximum uplift of about 200 feet above the lowest
well on the southern flank*
A large major fault (the Maccabees fault), with a throw
of about 640 feet, has caused the northern flank to he lifted
about 450 feet higher than the highest point in the producing
area*

No production is obtained from the northern flank*

Ike strike of this major fault, so far as can be determined
from two wells, is in a general east-west direction with the
down thrown block to the south*
Two smaller faults, with throws of 100 and 330 feet, were
found in a single well on the extreme northeast flank.

They

aro downthrown to the southwest and must be assumed to join
or Intersect the Maccabees fault.

Since the elevation of the

Ortega sand on the upthrown side of these two faults is only
about 100 feet lower than on the up thrown side of the Macca
bees fault, it seems logical to assume that most of ‘the fault
displacement must be taken up in the two smaller faults.
Judging from the throw of the Maccabees fault, the total
structural uplift must be in excess of 640 feet*
The Tepetate structure was one of the first of the
simple offset domes to receive wide attention.

The general

relation of a domed productive area located adjacent to and
on the downthrown side of a large fault is often described as
the Tepetate type*
in most respects*

The Amelia structure of Texas is identical
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The accumulation of oil and gas In the domed downthrown
area, and the lack of it on the structurally higher tipthrown
flank is taken as direct evidence of the migration of the oil
and gas to the domed area prior to the development of the
faults*

The relation of the Korth Tepetate structure to the

Tepetate structure is not known*
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xm v rm zx T i field, east baton rouge parish, Louisiana
This area first attracted the attention of Ur* H* V* How©
of Louisiana State University who described the surface and
near surface and near surface indications to hia geology classes
as early as 1925,

Howe (personal communication, July, 1943)

noted first the peculiar drainage and ponded condition of the
part of Dawson Creek now known as University Lake*

His atten

tion was further attracted by the presence of salt water and
by the abnormally high level of brackish water shell beds in
water wells on the University grounds*

H© suggested the pos

sibilities of the area to a number of persons*
In 1926, the Shall Oil Company carried out som© refrac
tion seismograph work*

Dsnage to University buildings caused

this work to be suspended*

In 1933, K* E* Young became inter

ested and carried out a torsion-balance survey*

The picture

contained a central maximum with three surrounding minima* A
dry hole drilled on the maximum was located about a mil®
southeast of the present field,
In 1935 the Superior Oil Company of California took
over the holdings of Young and conducted the first reflection
seismograph survey*

A deep test, which later produced, was

drilled to a total depth of 10,360 feet*
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According to Halbouty (1941, p. 209):
**!» 1935-1936 the Louisian® Crusader Oil
Company had the entire area worked by reflection seismograph and, from the results
of this work, drilled two dry holes which
were later proved to have been located on
the upthrown side of the fault west of
present production.w
*Thes© two wells, the Louisiana Crusader
Oil Companyrs Louisiana State University
No. 1 and No. 2, are correlated as high as
the best producers in the field but no
oil showings were encountered in either
test."
In 1938 the first producer was completed by the William
Sails Company and the Louisiana Crusader Oil Company in the
6,400 foot sand.
The structure, as shown by Halbouty, consists of a very
gently domed area of the Miocene and Vicksburg (Oligocene)
sediments with a maximum uplift above normal of 125 feet,
based on the 6,400 foot producing sand*
are shown.

Two normal faults

The larger, with a throw of approximately 100

feet, extends north-south along the western edge of the up
lifted area and Is downthrown to the east.

Two non-producing

wells, which are structurally as high as good producers, were
drilled on the western upthrown side of the fault.

A smaller

fault, downthrown to the east, with a throw of about 25 feet,
extends from the southern edge of the producing area for an
Indefinite distance toward the southeast.
to be radial in character.

It would appear
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Production Is obtained from a number of sands In the
Hlocen© section*

Halbouty reports that to March, 1911, 105

'veils were drilled, of which 84 were oil wells, 8 wer© gas
veils, and 13 were dry holes*

He describes much of the pro

duction as limited by the pinching out of portions of the
Sands*

It seems quite possible that not all of these are due

to erratic deposition but quite possibly to faults so small
that they cannot readily be recognised*

Production is limited

to the very gently domed area on the eastern downthrown side
of the larger fault*
•fills structure may be classed as a simple offset dome,
but Its characteristics are less pronounced than many other
examples of this type*

The small throw of the few faults and

the slight uplift above the regional normal. Indicate that
the salt Is very deeply burled*

It should be noted that

nuvrimnm fault throw and structural relief are approximately
100 fast each*
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©i© Oil Weekly (March 16, 1942, p. 130) reports that
the structure was located by a reflection seismograph survey
carried out for the Magnolia Petroleum Company In 1 9 3 5 .
Several other companies explored the area with torsion balance#
The discovery well was completed In July, 1938*
sands are of Miocene age.

The producing

Mo salt or dome material has been

discovered to a depth of 11,002 feet*
The subsurface structure between the 7,000-8,000 foot
levels consists of the western half of a gently domed area
bounded on the east by a north-south striking fault*
Is upthrown to the west.

The fault

Hie throw of the major fault in

creases gradually downward to a maximum- of about 175 feet.
The throw of this fault would indicate that the total struc
tural relief Is probably more than 175 feet*

Less than one

third of the dome has been explored.
The producing sands are all located on th© western upthrown side of the fault.

The closure results from the fault

seal on the east and the gentlo dip of the sands to the west.
Additional production will probably be found a short distance
to the east of th© present field*
Classification of this structure Is uncertain on the
basis of the Information so far available.

The most similar

example is th© Barataria dome, which is a simple offset dome
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producing from the upthrown side of a single fault.

It Is

quits possible that additional wells to the east will find
westward dipping faults to complete a central grab on.*
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WOODLAWK FIELD, JEFFEKSON DA?IS PARISH, LOUISIANA
According to Lockwood's Report (1940, p. 295) this field
was discovered in 1934 as a result of a torsi on-balance survey
followed by reflection seismograph#.

Two wells were drilled

within the present producing area but failed to reach produc
tion*

The discovery well was completed by the Union Sulphur

Company In February, 1933*
had been drilled.

By Uune, 1943, a total of 40 wells

Production Is obtained from a number of

sands of lower Miocene age*
The subsurface structure consists of a domed area more
than two miles across, which la divided by a central graben*
The graben, which has been broken Into several blocks or seg
ments, may be more accurately described as compound*

The

lowest segment is at least 300 feet lower than the highest
part of the structure on the sand which has been contoured*
This lowest segment Is productive in a single well.

Both the

northeast flank, the southwest flank, and all of the graben
segments are productive*
unexplored*

A good part of the graben remains

The two flanks rise to approximately th© same

structural level.
On the southwest, the flank Is separated from the graben
by a single major fault, nF^w, with a dip of 53
of more than 600 feet*

and a throw

The strike of this normal fault Is

northwest—southeast, and is downthrown to the northeast*
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Th©

180

amount of throw of this fault would indie ate that the total
relief of the structure is in excess of ©00 feet*
Th© northeast fl&txk is separated from the graben by a
major fault,

which has a northwest strike and is down-

thrown to the southwest*

The maximum throw of this fault Is

about 275 feet, including a minor branch fault which joins it*
This minor fault, ”£3 ** extends southward to join a major
fault,

within the graben*

throw of more than 600 feet*
*^4 %

Fault,

has a maximum

To th© northwest the major fault,

subdivides into at least three smaller faults, including

*^5 ** *^6 ** sJ^d

Very little information is available on

the central fault, "F^**
A small fault of the complementary type seems to be
present in well Ho. 4 (in the section) between the 5,0006,000 foot levels*

Except for the branch fault, "Ft-”, all of the faults
Appear to have approximately parallel strikes in a north
west-southeast direction.

This parallelism is believed to

result from the tendency of th© faulting, when one© estab
lished, to develop other faults first on one side and then
on the other, but with similar strikes regardless of the al
ternately opposing directions of dip*

Xt may be seen on th©

section that most of th© major and minor faults tend to inter
sect at points near or just below th© bottom of th© deeper
wells.

This, together with the large throw of the faults, is

taken as an indication that the top of the salt is not far
below the projected points of intersection.
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PART IV
EXAMPLES OF DEEP-SEAT;£D POSIES IK THE TEXAS COASTAL BELT
Many deep-seated domes are present in the Oulf Coast s&ltdome belt of Texas*

They are, -in most respects, similar to

those of Louisiana*

A number of these structures have been

described in detail*

Others have only been referred to vaguely

as "deep-seated, domes" or as containing a "central gr&ben,n
Seven deep-seated structures are described in this section*
The information, maps and sections have been obtained from
published reports*

Section well names are lifted in Appendix B*

No outstanding difference between deep-seated structures
in Louisiana and Texas has been noted.
The following tabulation (Table 1) contains brief infor
mation on a number of structures reported to be deep domes.
This Information was obtained from reports by the authors
listed below who are referred to In the chart by corresponding
mashers*
1*

Deussen and Andr&u (1936)

V,

Jf* M, Wilson (1941)

2.

E. J. Hamner (1939)

8,

J, C, Poole (1940)

3*

Michaux and Buck (1936)

9*

Causey & Cantrell (1941)

A*

E* E. Minor (1926)

10,

Halbouty & Simmons (1941)

5*

Barney Fisher (1941)

11 •

Sawtelle (1936)

a*

Kby and Clark (1935)

12.

Teas Ss Miller (1933)
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TABLE Z * Examples of Leep-Domee in Texas
TYPE OP STRUCTURE

HAKE
♦ Amelia

Simple offset dome

2

"Central graban" *

Anahuac *
Cleveland

3

Lome -wi th-gr ab en

a Conroe $
Goose Creek
Hardin

Lome -wi th-gr ab en

Hastings

5

Livingston 3*

* Orange

1s

* Saxet ®

Tomb all

3

3

1931 3
1935 9

3

Paraffin® dirt, gas seeps. ^
Subsurface geology, torsion-balance.

Toraion-balanee, reflection.

Simple offset dome

1938 $
11

Subsurface geology, reflection. ®
Torsi on-balance minimum.

9

it

11

Torsion-balance.

1928

11

Torsi on-balance. ^

1913

1

Paraffine dirt, gas seeps. ^

Lome -wi th-gr ab en

1928

12

Gas in water wells, sulphur water,

Simple offset dome

1923 3
11

9

10

1929

1925
Tf

4

Gas seeps,

10

Sheppards-Mott $

1

Pendulum* ^

1936

Dome -wi th-grab en

1.

1933

1932

1

Thompsons

Reflection and torsi on-balance*

11

Lome-wi th-gr ab en

3

# South Cotton Lake

1930

2

Reflection. ^

"Central graben" ^

* Raccoon Bend

Sulphur water in wells.

11

11

6

Manvel *
Mykawa

2

1934

3

Hitchcock ^

IHDICATI0 H 8 LEADIHG TO DISCOVERT

1936

1907

4

9

* La Hoaa

DISCOVERT
DATE

Gas shows, subsurface geology,
Torsi on-balance.

9

9

rt

Simple offset dome (?)

1937 7

"Central graben" 1

1930

11

Tor si on-balance. ^

1933

11

Surface geology and torsion-balance.

Tor si on-b al anc 0 minimum.
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# More detailed descriptions, maps and sections, follow.

11

AMELIA FIELD, JEFFERSON COITNTY, TEXAS
Hamner (1939, p. 1638) reports that the area was recommended for lease by Ben Palmo and W. D. Blackburn In
1923 due to the presence of sulphur water In shallow wells.
The first well was drilled In 1925 after the area had been
cowered by geophysics.

The discovery well was did lied in

1936.
The subsurface structure Is described by Hsmner (1939,
p* 1645) as:
*..«& flat, egg shaped, elongate dome
or anticline adjacent to a big fault.
The long axis of the structure trends
northeast and southwest and the field
la fairly symmetrical although the short
axis of the dome la somewhat closer to
the southwest end of the. producing area.
The amount of structural uplift on the
Langhast sand Is about 300 feet which is
approximately double the total structural
closure.*
The small complementary fault above the main fault is
described as having a vertical displacement of 60 feet on
the Marginulina sand.

The large fault, which Is also of the

normal type, has a dip of 45° and a vertical displacement of
ISO feet.
Production, although wholly from the downthrown side, '
Is not actually controlled by the major fault, but by the
steep, northwest dip of the flanking beds of th© dome.

In

most respects, this field is a duplicate of the Tepetate field
of Louisiana which Is of the simple offset dome type.
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COHROE FIELD, MONTGOMEKT COUITY, TEXAS
An early discovery of gas seeps called attention to
this area, but after the advent of geophysics a serious
interest arose, because of its proximity to a "postulated
torsi on-balance •minimum ridge.**

After further torsi on-

balance and refraction seismograph surveys, the leases were
turned back for lack of sufficient anomaly, with the excep
tion of two vague gravity minima on the northern and southern
flanks.

The discovery well was completed in the Conroe sand

In 1952 after several unsuccessful wells were drilled in the
area.

Mo salt or caprock has been found.
According to Michaux and Buck (1936, p. 747):
"The subsurface structure consists of
a slightly elongated dome with the major
axis trending northwest and southeast.
Minor faulting on the flanks has caused
Irregularities which have resulted in
numerous re-entrants that modify the sym
metrical ovate pattern. Structural uplift
on the Cockfield is In excess of 800 feet
and all overlying formations as high as
the Catahoula definitely reflect an up
lift."
•...the structural closure Is about 360
feet..•"
"Structural thinning of formations
over the dome Is perceptable*.
"A central graben area crosses the
structural apex. It Is caused by normal
faults which traverse the structure north
east and southwest*tt
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"The regularity of the dome at Conroe
has been broken by three major faults#
They have an average hade of 51° and
trend 9 82° £ across the field*"
The northernmost fault,
ment of 130 feet*

has a maximum displace

It is upthrown to the north*

Faults "Fg*

have a similar trend and lie near the center of the
field*

"Fg" has a maximum displacement of 165 feet, clown-

thrown to the south*

"Fg" has a similar displacement but is

downthrows to the north, creating with "Fg" a central grab en
three quarters of a mile In width.

This gr&ben permits com

munication within the various sand horizons of the Cockfield.
Faults

"Fg* and "F5 * attain their maximum displacement

In the center of the field*
Fault "Fg* has a maximum throw of 274 feet, the greatest
In the field*

It Is upthrown to the south*

There are several

radial faults on the margins of the structure.

Ho reverse

faults were found in the field*
The accompanying cross seetion shows the gas-oil and
oil—water contacts*

It can be seen that faulting has brought

many sands In contact with others resulting in similar water
levels in all blocks In the Conroe sand section*
This structure la an excellent example of the dome-withgraben structure#
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According to Fisher (1941* p. 300) this field was
discovered in 1938 as a result of exploration with the re
flection seismograph following detailed surface mapping*
There was some rather indefinite Indication of faulting In
the seismic records.

!&iere were 72 producing wells by 1940.

The structure consists of an elongated, northeast**
southwest trending anticline on the southeast downthrown
side of a single large fault which has a northeast-south
west trend.

The major fault has a vertical displacement

of sore than 100 feet.
Oil production Is from several sands in the anticlinal
area on the down thrown side of the fault.

Two wells produce

gaa and distillate from the upturned flank on the northern
upthrown side of the fault.
This structure is of the simple offset dome type, In
most respects identical to Tepet&te In Louisiana, and Amelia
in Texas.
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ORANGE FIELD, ORANGE COUNTY, TEXAS
Th© discovery well was completed In August, 1913 and,
according to Deussen and Andrau (1936, p, 536} was the second
deep-seated dome to be discovered In Texas*

Gas seepage,

•paraffin© dirt, n and strong sulphur springs were among the
indications which prompted an early interest*

The discovery

well was completed In 1913, after a number of unsuccessful
tests, one of which blew out*

Four hundred and twenty-eight

locations had been drilled by 1933*
found,

Mo salt or caprock was

Geophysical studies of this field have indicated a

gravity anomaly, which proves it to be a deep salt dome ac
cording to Deussen. and Andrau (1936, p. 539)*
The structure is a broad, gentle dome, with three major
faults*

The northwesternmost fault has a displacement of 600

feet and Is down thrown to the southeast*

The southernmost

fault has a throw of approximately 600 feet, and is down thrown
to the northwest*

A central fault Is shown on the section and

map, but is not described*

All faults are normal, and, as

postulated, have a similar northeast-southwest strike* Detailed
information was not available because of the lack of electrical
logs*
This structure Is of the dome-with-graben type similar
in many respects to Conroe In Texas and Woodlawn In Louisiana*
Production is from the central graben as well as from the up
turned flanks, Where closure I® against the major fault*
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HACCOON BEfSU FIELD, AUSTIN COUNTY, TEXAS
This field was discovered in 1938*

Early indications

Included gas in water wells, sulphur in water wells, and
lumps of pyrite in near surface clays*

In 1938, commercial

oil production was obtained after a number of shallow gas
wells had been completed*

According to Tea® and Miller

(1935, p. 1463} gravity surveys indicate the probability of
a deeply buried salt mass*
llie slibsurface structure Is a broad dome broken cen
trally by several normal faults*
Increases downward*

The structural uplift

The McElroy Is reported to be more than

800 feet above its normal position*
of a rim syncline*

There is a suggestion

The generally circular area of structure

Is broken by a nose which extends two mile® southward* There
are four principal faults with throws of 235, 240, 114, and
230 feet, respectively, from the northernmost fault to the
southernmost fault*
as high as 70°*

Cores in the faulted sones show dips

The average strike of the four major faults

is H 65° W, which Is similar to the very general regional
strike of If 45° W.
feet In one well*

A short fifth fault shows a loss of 224
Teas and Miller (1933, p* 1474) believe

that the typical fault dip is 70° - 75°, although they admit
that little evidence Is at hand*

They report that the faults

show little hindrance to the movement of gas in repressuring
operations*
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Producing areas do not necessarily agree with the
structure because of the lenticul&rity of some of the sands*
Faulting is believed to have post-dated the accumulation of
the oil in the sands because, when individual sands are cut
by a fault, oil of the same gravity and type is found on both
sides*
This structure is of the dome-with-graben type similar
to Orange field in Texas and Woodlasm field in Louisiana*
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A f t e r

saxet field, tosces

coumr,

texas

® ae Saxet field was known as a gas field from 1925 until
1050 when oil was first produced*

Information loading to the

first well is scarce, but Poole {1940, p. 1805) mentions early
oil m i gas shows and refers to a "fault-line scarp'* described
by Price (1953, pp. 949-951).

Qetsendaner (1934, p. 527) re

ported a large fault on the basis of paleontological data from
wells.

Poole 1s work has verified this report*

From the work

of Price and others there seems to be little doubt that the
principal fault is represented by a distinguishable surface
scarp.

Ho salt or eaprock has been discovered.
fhe most outstanding feature of the subsurface structure

Is a major fault with a maximum throw on the "4,000 foot" sand
of 350 feet, and on the **5,800 foot** sand of 675 feet*

From

electrical log records It appears that the xone of fault move
ment is only a few feet in width because sharply defined short
sections exist*

The cross sections show the amount of throw

of all faults Increasing with depth*
Minor faults are numerous.

In general, their map traces

curve In a direction opposite to the major fault, although the
atrikea of all are roughly parallel.

The upthrown block Is

cut up by an unusually large number of minor faults which dip
both toward and away from the major fault*
and grabens result.
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A number of horsts
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Production of oil and gas Is almost solely from fch©
downthrows side of the major fault,

A little oil Is taken

from local highs on the up thrown side,

Pool© suggests that

many of the younger sands produce oil which has migrated
across from the up thrown side.
If the complications resulting from the maa© of minor
faults are overlooked, this field resembles the simple off
set dome structures like Tepetate of Louisiana and Amelia of
feus*
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SOOTH COTTON LAKE FIELD, CHAMBERS COUNTY, TEXAS
According to Wilson (1941, p. 1898) a torsi©n-foalanc©
survey carried out In 1934 located a prominent gravity minimum
in the general area*

Corrections Tor regional gravity and

known salt masses moved tiie center of the minimum nearly two
miles, to a point within one mile of the present field*
discovery well was completed In 1936*

The

A reflection seismograph

survey using the continuous profile method then located an
east-west trending fault with a displacement of more then 350
feet*
The subsurface structure consists of an east-west elon
gated dome with a large fault downthrown to the south on the
south side of the field.

There are at least two minor faults

with small closure which trend roughly parallel to the main
fault*

With approximately 350 feet of maximum throw near the

center of the field, the major fault decreases in throw toward
both ends.

In places, this fault has a dip of 65°*

Production is limited to the northern, upthrown side of
the major fault*
The structure of this field is most nearly similar to a
half of a dome-with-graben*

From Wilson’s statements regarding

reflection seismograph work, it would appear that profiles were
carried from the major fault to the north toward North Gotton
field.

It would seem likely from the structure so far
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revealed that there might b© a northward dipping fault to
the south which would reveal the southern downthrown block
to he part of a graben#

A similar structure in Louisiana

is Bar&tarla which produces from the northern up thrown side
of an east-west trending fault*
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PART V
SUMMARY OF CQHCLUSI0I3
The salt domes of the Gulf* Coast sslt-dcaa© belt in
Louisiana and Texas are all members of a aeries grading
from those with the salt in a position near the surface to
those in which the top of the salt has not been reached by
the deepest wells*

The series may be divided arbitrarily

on the basis of depth to the top of the salt, as follows;
I

Shallow domes - top of salt 2,000 feet or less.

XI

Intermediate depth domes - top of salt from
2,000 to 6,000 feet*

III

Beep domes ■* top of salt below 6,000 feet*
a.

Deep salt-domes - salt found below 6,000
feet.

b*

Deep-seated domes - salt not encountered*

In this investigation, primary consideration was given
to the deep-seated domes '(Ill-b),

Electrical logs from wells

offer the most valuable single source of information now
available for structural studies of this kind*
The greatest number of wells are located on the more
intensely deformed parts of the structures.

The marginal,

unexplored areas include the outer flanks of the domes#
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All of th.© domes Investigated contain faults *
*aas^ er

Th©

faults found. Is roughly proportional to th® num

ber of veils*

This seems to Indicate that each structure,

if completely explored, would be found to contain a larger
number of faults than has yet been recognized*
The characteristic structure consists of a gently domed
area broken centrally by a complex gr&ben.

Evidence derived

from a deep salt dome (hake Mongoulois, type Ill-a) suggests
that a graben lies directly above th© salt plug in all deepseated domes*
A second type of deep-seated dome contains one or a
group of faults with similar strikes and directions of dip,
This type may be described as a simple offset dome.

Further

exploration will probably reveal other faults with opposing
dips to complete a graben.
All observed fault® were of th© normal or gravity type*
The dip and throw of a number of faults were measured,

hips

ranged from 45° to 63° and throw varied from amounts too small
to be measured to more than 900 feet.
The throw of the faults on a dome are a rough indica
tion of the amount of vertical deformation.

The structural

relief may thus be approximated from measurements of the
throw of the major faults.
Faults on deep-seated domes may be divided into two
general types, major and minor*

Th© major faults have throws

of several hundred feet and cause th© principal structural
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dislocations*

Th© throw of a major fault decreases in all

directions away from its contact with the salt.
Minor faults are so called because they tales a minor
part in the segmentation of deep-seated domes*

Two distinc

tive types are recognised*
Radial minor faults extend radially from the center of
doming and tend to divide the flanks of the dome Into segments
like "pieces of pie.”
Complementary minor faults are distinctive In that the
throw decreases downward.

Such faults dip toward major faults

and result In the development of small grabens against major
faults *

The maximum throw of a complementary fault may be as

much as 300 feet.

The amount of throw decreases rapidly as

as the major fault Is approached.

Complementary faults relieve

tension in the outer, uparched layers of the dome.
Other minor faults are less readily classified.

They

may be parallel and close to major faults, or they may be
branches or small subdivisions of major faults,
t

Many minor faults are too small to be traced by means
of electrical logs*
The extent of pre-Miocene displacement could not be
determined*

Some displacement probably occurred during the

Miocene but the principal movements appear to have taken
place in post-Miocen© times*
The geographic orientation of the strike of many of the
major faults was plotted (see map In envelope).

The most

common orientation was northwest-southeast, corresponding
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to the trend or *linew of th© "Five Island© . 9

A slightly

lesser number of strikes were ©ast-w©st or parallel to the
axis of the Gulf Coast Geosyncline*

There were only one

or two oases with northeast-southwest strikes*
The moat prominent faults on a single structure com

monly have a similar direction of strike*
Deep-seated domes are developed by the upward movement
of a salt plug which first causes the deeply burled layers
to be gently domed•

Continued salt movement causes rupture

In the fora of a major, normal fault extending diagonally
upward through the dome from the head of the salt plug*
Additional salt movement causes additional faults of
the same kind but directed alternately opposite to and para
llel with the first fault*

The result is a complexly faulted

graben with the later faults at higher levels within the
graben*
It Is concluded that th© salt lies only a short dis
tance below drilling depths in domes showing convergence of
several faults with opposing dips.

Convergence of faults

just above the salt at Iowa and Lake Mongoulols supports
this conclusion.
No definite conclusions can be reached to explain th©
failure of the salt to rise to shallow depths on all salt
domes.

Deep-seated domes may exist because the salt, which

caused them, began Its movement at a later time than In saltdomes of shallower types.
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$he present distribution of oil and gas on deep-seated
domes is the result of two sets of conditions*

©so present

general location of the oil and gas is related directly to
the center of the original gentle dome created by the earlier
movements of the salt*

Into this simple domal trap, petroleum

migrated from the entire deformed area of the dome*
fhe specific locations of each individual trap for each

sand is now dependent on the segmentation of the dome by
faulting*

In general, the petroleum will remain in its ori

ginal geographic location, but with many complications added

by the barriers developed by faulting and the further tilting
of faulted blocks •
If faults of large throw imply a salt mass of large
diameter, doming should drain a larger area, and the volume
of petroleum collected should be greater*
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APPENDIX A

LISTS OF WELLS IN LOUISIANA CROSS SECTIONS
This section contains the list of wells In the
Louisiana cross sections*
In alphabetical order.

The fields are arranged

The numbers used at the be*

ginning of each well name refer to the numbers used
on the respective cross sections.
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Abbeville Field, Vermilion Parish, Louisiana
!•

Continental Oil

Co., Liberty Farms Inc., Bo. 1

2.

Continental Oil

Co., Leon d© Mary Ho. 1

3.

Continental Oil Co., Theophile Baudoin Bo. 1

4»

Continental Oil Co., C. Prlmeaux Bo. 1

5.

E. L. Buokley, Tr., Baudoin Bo. 1

6.

Continental Oil

Co., Faulk Ho. 1

7.

Continental Oil

Co., S. Hebert Bo. 1

3*

Continental Oil

Co., A. Baudoin Bo. 2

S.

Continental Oil

Co., Baudoin Bo. 1

lO.Stanolind Oil and Gas Co., A l l i e n Le Boeuf Mo. 1
11. Stanolind Oil and Gas Co., Folse Le Boeuf Bo. 1

Arcadla Salt Dome. Bienvilie paidsh, Louisiana
1.

Arcadia Syndicate, McGuire Bo. 1

2.

Arcadia Syndicate, Madden Bo. 1

5.

Arcadia Syndicate, Whit© lo. 1
■IftJii 1> M

M

W.AtJt.J L l R

T fw iw ir ir w w w w

Barataria Field, Jefferson Parish. Louisiana
1.

California Company, Fleming Plantation A-14

2.

California Company, Fleming Plantation C-14

3*

California Company, Fleming

Plantation Ho. 1

4*

California Company, Fleming

Plantation Ho. 5

5.

California Company, Fleming

Plantation Ho. 7

6.

California Company, Fleming Plantation Ho. 167
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Bateman Lake Field, St. Mary Pariah, Loulaiana

1.

The Texas Co. , Wax Bayou No. 6

2.

The Texas Co., Wax Bayou No. 2

3.

The Texas Co., Wax Bayou No. 3

4.

The Texas Co., State Bateman Lake Mo* 3

5*

The Texas Co. , Woodward, Kepper, & Longmire Mo. 1

Bayou Sale Field, St. Mary Pariah, Louisiana

1*

Bumble Oil and Refining Go*, H. H. Oates No* 1

2*

Suable Oil and Refining Co*, E. F* Marin No* 2

3*

Humble Oil and Refining Go*, S. P. Marin et ux No* 1

4.

Humble Oil and Refining Co., S. F. Marin No. 3

S*

Gamble Oil and Refining Co., £. P. Marin No. 4

6*

Rumble Oil and Refining Co., Dave Luke No. 5

7*

Atlantic

Refining Co., St.*

Mary Parish LandCo*No*1

8*

Atlantic

Refining Co., St*

Mary Parish LandCo.No*2

9*, Atlantic Refining Co*, St* Mary Land Go. No. 5

Bosco-Cankton Field, Acadia & St. Landry Parishes, Louisiana
1.

Superior

Oil Prod. Co., J.

E. Larcade No. 1

2.

Superior

Oil Prod. Co., W.

V. Larcade No. 9

3.

Superior

Oil Prod. Co., S.

Comeaux No, 5

4.

Superior

Oil Prod. Co., E.

Comeaux No. 2

5.

Superior

Oil Prod. Co., W.

Larcade No. 1

6.

Superior

Oil Prod, Co., W.

Larcade No. 3
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7*

Superior Oil prod* Co*, A. Guilbeau Mo. 1

8.

Superior

Oil Co*, A*

SavoieMo.1

9.

Superior

Oil Co*, F*

BrasseauxHo* 1

Chalkley Field. Cameron garish* Louisiana
1*

Suable Oil and Refining Co*, 0. M l l e r Ho. 1

2*

Humble Oil and Refining Co., K. B. Hans sen Ho* 1

5*

Humble Oil and Refining Co*, K. B. Hanszen Ho* 14

4*

Humble Oil and Refining Co., K. B. Hanszen Ho. 6

5*

Humble Oil and Refining Co., K* B* Hanszen Mo* 5

8*

Humble Oil and Refining Co*, K. B. Hanszen Ho. 4

7*

Humble Oil and Refining Co., Cameron Pariah School

Board Ho* 2

8*

Suable Oil and Refining Co*, Cameron Parish School

Board Ho* 10

9*

Humble Oil and

Board Ho* 1

Refining Co., Cameron Parish School

10. Shell

Oil Company, Hanszen Mo*

12

11* Shell

Oil Company, Hanszen No*. 15

12* Shell

Oil Company, Hanszen Ho*

8

Eola Field, Avoyelles Parish, Loidai ana
1*

Kennedy, R* R* Irion Ho* 1

2*

Amerada, Dent Unit Ho* 1

3*

Lilly, Dent Ho* 1

4.

Amerada, R. R.

Irion Ho. 5

5*

Amerada, R. K.

Irion Ho* 2

6*

Amerada, R* R.

Irion Ho* 1

7.

Richardson, State Ho. 3
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8»

Amerada, Marciiiv© Ho* 2

8*

Amerada, Harohi^© Ho* 1

10. Pea®, Sentell Ho* 2
11* Gulf States, Haas Ho* 1
12. Jones, Barone Mo* 1

Srath Field, Venal11on pariah* Louisiana

A.

Phillips Petroleum Co.,

Cald Ho* 1

2.

Humble Oil and Refining

Co*,Vermilion Parish SchX* Bd* Ho, 2

3*

Humble Oil and Refining

Co.,Vermilion Parish Schl. Bd* Ho* 1

A*

Th© TexasCo., A* Broussard

5.

The Texas

6.

The Texas Co., A. Trahan Mo* 1

Ho. 2

Go*, A. Broussard Ho. 1

Gibson Field* Terrebonne Parish* Louisiana
1.

Shell Oil

Company, R. B* &* Ho* 6

2*

Shell OilCompany, R# E. K*

3.

ShellOil Company, Inc*, Pelican Ho*

4.

Union Producing Co*, Pelican A~1

5.

ShellPetroleum Corp., Pelican Ho.

6.

Shell-Barnadall, Realty Operators B-3

7.

Shell Oil Company,

Inc., Realty Operators B-12

8.

Shell Oil Company,

Realty Operators B-7

9.

Shell Oil Company,

Realty Operators B -8

Ho. 5
10

1
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ff.j:^^is^Snglish Bayou Field, Calcasieu Parish, Louisiana
1*

Fohs

Oil Company, M* P. Erwin 1-B

2*

Fohs Oil

5.

Fohs

4*

Onion Sulphur Co*, Castle

Ho. 8

5*

Union Sulphur Co*, Castle

Ho. 9

6*

Union Sulphur Co., Cole Ho. 1

7*

Utaion

8*

The Texas Company, Nickerson No. 3

9*

Union Sulphur Co., Powell

No. 5

10. Union Sulphur Co., Powell

No# 9

Company, Wasey No* 1

Oil Company, Castle Ho* 5

Sulphur Co., State

Ho. 6

11* Union

Sulphur Co., Barb6

No# 13

12. Union

Sulphur Co*, Barbe No*

12

Grand Bay Field, Plaquemines Parish, Louisiana
1*

Gulf Oil

Company, Grand Prairie Levee

District A-11

2+

Gulf Oil

Company, Grand Prairie Levee

District No. 1

3*

Gulf Oil

Company, 0,0, Ho. 1

4*

Gulf Oil

Company, 00 No. 2

5.

Gulf Oil

Company, 00 No* 8

6.

Gulf Oil

Company, 00 No* 7

7.

Gulf Oil

Company, QQ No. 11
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grand Lake Field, Cameron Parish. Louialana
1«

Superior Oil Co., Grand Lake State Mo, 10

2*

Superior Oil Co., Grand Lake State Mo. 8

3.

Superior Oil Co., Grand Lake State Mo, 14

4.

Superior Oil Co., Grand Lake State Ho. 4

5*

Superior Oil Co., Grand Lake State Ho. 5

6*

Superior Oil Co*, Grand Lake State Ho. 3

Horseshoe Bayou Field. St. Mary Parish, Louisiana
X.

the Texas

Co., St. Mary Land Co. Mo. 7

5.

The Texas

Co., State Mo.

3.

Th© Texas Co., St. Mary Land Co. Mo. 4

4.

The Texas Co., St. Mary Land Co. No. 1

3*

The Texas

Co., State Ho*

1

6.

The Texas

Co., State Mo.

4

5

Iowa Field. Calcasieu Parish, Louisiana
1.

Sid Richardson, SweetXake L. & 0. Mo* 1

2*

Sid Richardson, Tufcen et al Mo. 1

3.

Shell Petroleum Corporation,

4*

Shellpetroleum Corporation,

5.

Shell Petroleum Corporation, Heyd No. 3

6.

Shell Petroleum Corporation,

F. Heyd Mo. 10

7.

Shell Petroleum Corporation,

P. Heyd No. 5

8.

Shell Oil Co., Heyd Ho. 32

9.

Magnolia Pet. Co., Wait No. 18

B* Tuten Mo* 2
J. B. Tuten No# 1
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10* Magnolia Pet* Co., Wait Ho* 17
II* Magnolia Pet* Co., ■Halt Ho* 15
12* Stanolind 0 * & a* Co*, R* E* Clllson So* 1
4M&4HHHKHHI#

Lftfitte Field* Jefferson Parish, Louisiana

2*

The Texas

5*

The Texas Company, Louisiana Land and Exploration Co* Ho*

4*

The Texas Company, Louisiana Land and Exploration Co, Mo*

5*

The Texas Company, State Bayou N o m a n Mo* 2

6.

The Texas Company, Marrero Ho* 5

7*

The Texas Company, Marrero Mo* 6

8*

The Texas Company, Kerner No* 2

2*

The Texas Company, Rojas Mo, 1

1
*

the Texas Company, Madison B~1
0

u

Louisiana Land and Exploration Co* Mo*

X.*Vft Long Field* L&Fourche Parish, Louisiana
1.

Fohs Oil Company, Aucoin Ho* 1

2*

Fohs Oil Company, State Lake Long Mo* 15

2*

Fohs Oil Company, State Lake Long Ho. 12

4*

Fohs Oil Company, State Lake Long Mo* 5

§*

Fohs Oil Company, State Lake Long Mo* 6

6*

Fohs Oil Company, State lake Long Mo* 11

7*

Fohs Oil Company, State Lake Long Ho* 14

3.

Fohs Oil Company, Allen Ranch Mo* 1
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1*

The Texas Co., State Bo* 8

2*

The Texas Co., State Bo. 6

3.

fhfi Texas Co* , State No. 9

4*

The Texas Co# ) State No* 1

3*

The Texas Co* , State No* 4

6.

The Texas Co*, State No. 5

7,

The Texas Co*, State No* 10

3*

The Texas CO* , State No* 11

Borth Growler Field, Acadia Parish. Louisiana
1*

Humble Oil Company, Mary M* Hfibefcz No.

2*

Humble Oil Company, Isaac Trahan

2#

Humble Oil Company, H. I, Babets No* 2

4*

Humble Oil Company, H. J* Habetz No. 1

5.

Humble Oil Company, Am Olenfrost No. 1

6*

Humble Oil Company, A. Olenfrost No. 5

7*

Humble Oil Company, Reiner No* 1

8.

Humble Oil Company, Reiner No* 2

9.

Humble Oil Company, Reiner No. 4

10 * Vincent and Welsh, H* J. Fisher No. 1

♦#****#**•
Paradis Field, St* Charles Parish. Louisiana
1,

W* P. Lus© and J. P. McAdams, Peyregne No. 1

2.

The Texas Company, Peyregn© Ho, 1

3*

Th© Texas Company, Sara Simms Malory No. 1
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4.

Humble Oil and Refining Company, Manuf# Record pula* Co* Vo* 12

0*

The Texas Company, Louisiana

Land and Exploration Co*

Ho* 1

4*

The Texas Company, Louisiana

Land and Exploration Co*

Mo. 25

7*

The Texas Company, Louisiana

Land and Exploration Co*

Ho. 15

3*

The Texas Company, Louisiana Land and Exploration Co*

Mo* 22

9*

The Texas Company, Louisiana Land and Exploration Co*

Mo* 27

Quarantine Bay Field* Plaquemines parish, Louisiana
1*

Gulf Oil Company, Orleans Levee District A -6

2*

Gulf Oil Company, QQ, MO* 24

3*

Gulf Oil Company, QQ Mo* 16

4*

Gulf Oil Company, QQ Mo* 14

5«

Gulf Oil Company, QQ Mo* IB

6*

Gulf Oil Company, QQ Mo* 17

7*

Gulf Oil Company, QQ, Ho. 22

Baceland Field, LaFourcha Parish, Louisiana
1*

Amerada Petroleum Corporation, Godchaux Mo. 2

2*

Amerada Petroleum Corporation, South Coast Mo* 5

3*

Amerada Petroleum Corporation, South Coast Mo* 10

4*

Tidewater Associated Oil Company, South Coast Corp. 1-A

5*

Amerada Petroleum Corporation, Moore Mo# 1

6*

Harry Fotiadea, Kilpatrick-Barrios Mo* 1

7*

Amerada Petroleum Corporation, David Guidroz Mo* 1
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Roanoke Field. «feffereon Davis Parish, Louisiana
1*

Humble

Q H and

RefiningCo.,

Y. P. ClaytonNo* 1

Bm

Humble

Oiland

RefiningCo.,

DeVllbiss B-4
■a*

3*

Enable

Oiland

RefiningCo.,

BeVilbiss B-ll

4*

Humble

Oiland

RefiningCo.,

DeTilblss B~2

5*

Hujribl©

Oiland

RefiningCo.,

DeYllblss B-l

6*

Bumble

Oiland

RefiningCo*,

0.If* Taylor Ho.1

7,

Bumble

Oiland

RefiningCo*,

C.N. Taylor No.2

8*

Humble

Oiland

RefiningCo*,

1.C* lamigan No*1

8*

Onion Sulphur Co., Inc*, F* C. Perl No. 1

St. Qahrlel Field* Iberville Parish* Louisiana
1*

George H« Bchols, Natalbany A-2

2.

George H. Echols, Natalbany A~1

3*

Shell Oil Company, Shell-Guaymard No. 1

4*

Shell Oil Company, Shell-Gueymard No. 3

5.

Shell Oil Company, Shell-Gueymard No* 5

6.

Shell Oil Company, She 11 -Gueymard No. 7

7.

Shell Oil Company, She 11-Kat alb any No. 1

8*

Shell Oil Company, She11 -Natalb any No* 2

Sweet Lake Field. Cameron Parish, Louisiana
1*

Pure OilCompany, Yount-Loo No.

24

2*

PureOil Company, Yount-Lee No.

22

3*

Pure OilCompany, Yount-Lee No.

14

4*

Pure OilCompany, Yount-Lee No.

19

8*

Pure OilCompany, Yount-Lee No. 21
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ffispetate Field, Acadia Pariah. Lout atana
1*

Continental Oil Comp any, Joseph Guillory Mo* 1

2.

Continental Oil Company,

H* Slump 1 "A®

5*

Continental Oil Company,

A* Ortego Mo* 1

4*

Continental Oil Company,

C# Ardoin Mo* 1

5*

Continental Oil Company,

A* Marcantel Mo. 1

6.

Continental Oil Company, Hbmeseekers lo* 1-G

7*

Continental Oil Company, Macahees* Mo.

8*

Continental Oil Company, ilacahees Mo. 2

1

University Field* East Baton Hou^e Pariah* Louisiana
1*

Hells-Progress, L* S. U. Mo* 2

2*

Helia-Progress, L. S* U* A~1

3*

Hells-Progress, Duplantier A-2

4.

Helis-Progress, Duplantier A-l

5.

Helis-Progress, Duplantier AA-1

6*

Helia-Progress, Duplantier 7-A

7*

Helis-Progress, Duplantier 8 -A

8*

Helis-Progress, Melson

Mo* 5

9*

Helis-Progress, Melson

Ho. 7

10* Helis-Progress, Melson

Mo* 6

11* Sugarfield Oil Co., Helnken No* 2
12* Sugarfield Oil Co., McDonald Mo. 2
13* W. V* Bowles,

Nichols Com. No. 1

14* 1* V* Bowles,

Richard Com. No. 1

15. W* V* Bowles, Kiser Com* Mo. 1
16. Gulf State Kxplor* Co., Greater Univ. 14. Co. Mo. 1
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7*eherie Salt Dome, Webster and Bienville Parishes. Louisiana
I#

Standard Oil Co*, Scott Ho* 1

2*

Standard Oil Co*, Stephens Ho* 1

3*

Standard Oil Co*, Jordan Ho# 1

4.

Standard Oil Co*, Woodward & Walker No* 1

West Gueydan Field* Vermilion Parish* Louisiana
1*

Magnolia Petroleum

Corporation, A. Cormier No. 1

Bm

Magnolia Petroleum

Corporation, J. B. Ferguson No# 1

5*

Magnolia Petroleum

Corporation, J. B. Ferguson

4.

Magnolia Petroleum

Corporation, fi. Bees© No* 2

5.

Magnolia Petroleum

Corporation, B. Reese B-l

No. S

Wood lawn Field, Jefferson Pavla Parish, Louisiana
1#

Union Sulphur Company, Thomas No* 1

2m

Union Sulphur Company, Norton No. 2

5.

Union Sulphur Company, Donovan and O’Connor

4.

Union Sulphur Company, Calcasieu National

Bank No* 5

5.

Union Sulphur Company, Calcasieu National

Bank No. 6

6.

Union Sulphur Company, B. Hebert No. 1

7.

Union Sulphur Company, 0. Miller No* 5

APPENDIX B
LISTS OF WELLS II TEXAS GROSS SECTIONS
This section contains the list of wells in th® Texas
cross sections*
order.

The fields ape arranged in alphabetical

The nus&era used at the beginning of each well name

refer to the numbers used on the respective cross sections.
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Amelia Field* Jefferson County* Texas
1.

Humble Oil and Refining Company, Ephlin-Morgan 1-B

2*

Suable Oil and Refining Company, Sphlin-Morgan 1-0

3*

Humble Oil and Refining Company, Bphlin-Morgan 1-A

4*

Humble Oil and Refining Company, McCormick No* 1

3*

Humble Oil and Refining Company, Di shman 1-C

6*

Humble Oil and Refining Company, Buceml No. 1

7.

Humble Oil and Refining Company, Sima No. 1

3*

Humble Oil and Refining Company, Buford No. 1

9.

Suable Oil and Refining Company, Guinn No. 5

1 0 . Humble Oil and Refining Company, Fitzgerald No.

Conroe Fields Montgomery County, Texas
1*

Hoco-Heep, Brent No* 1

2.

Stable, Cartwright A-3

5*

Humble, Cartwright A-2

4.

Moore-Brunton, Hooper No* 2

5*

Hoco-Tidal, Hooper Ho* 1

6*

Ifta&l©, Madeley Ho* 2

7.

Bumble, Bobbins Ho* 3

8*

Texas, Moody Ho* 2

9*

Texas, Moody No* 8

10. Bumble, Williams No. 1
11. Humble, Moore No* 1
12* Gulf Coast, Keystone Mills No. 2
13. plummer-McDaniela, Keystone Mills No. 1

2
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La Roaa Field, Refugio County, Texas
1«

Texas Co*, Hooke Ho* 1

2*

Coronado, Hooke Ho* 2

3*

Coronado Corp., Rooke Ho*

30

4*

Coronado Corp., Hooke Ho*

16

6*

Coronado Corp., Hooke No*

14

6*

Coronado Corp., Spaulding

Ho* 2

7*

Coronado Corp., Spaulding

Ho* 6

8*

Coronado Corp., Yarrow Ho. 3

9*

Benson and Jones, Rooke A~4

Orange Field* Orange County* Texas
1*

Gulf, KIshi-Lang A~3

2*

Gulf, Eishi-Lang A -2

3*

Humble, Chesson B-9

4*

Gulf, Hager & Moor© Ho. 12

5*

Gulf, Hager & floors Ho* 5

6*

Gulf, Lee Hager Ho. 15

7*

Sun, C. L. Brown Ho. 3

8*

Sun, C. L. Brown Ho. 2

Raccoon Bend Field, Austin County, Texas
1*

Humble, Hugo Hagen Ho. 1

2*

Burble, Gutoskey Ho. 3

3.

Bumble, Jackson Ho* 1

4*

Humble, Jackson Ho* 2
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5*

Rusfcle, Mueller He. 6

6*

Suable, Mueller So. 5

?*

Humble, Woodley Ho. 2

S*

Humble, Walton So. 4

2m

Humble, Thompson So. 4

10. Humble, Sherrod Mo. 4
11. Sushle, MeCasland So. 1
12. Humble, Reassert B-l
13. Humble, Reese B-l

Saxefc Field, Hueces County, Texas
SECTIOS "A - A"
X.

Renwar. R. Morgan 2-B

2.

Renwar, R. Morgan l-B

3.

Hiawatha, Griffith So. 7

4.

Southern Minerals, Frank E. Bliss So, 18

5*

Southern Minerals, Frank E. Bliss Ho. 16

6.

Bamsdall, Bliss Ho. 1

7.

Richardson Oil Co., Perkins and Bagasse Ho. 1

8.

Richardson Oil Co., Perkins and Bagasse Ho. 9

t.

Richardson Oil Co., Perkins and Bagasse Mo. 6
SECTIOH WC - C"
(Well names are not very clearly printed)

1.

PanAmerican, Morgan 5-D

(?)

2.

PanAmerican, Morgan 3-0

(7)

3.

Ho. Star, Morgan 4~C

4.

Ho. Star, Morgan 11-C (?)
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S.

Hiawatha, Morgan Ho* 5

S*

Biaw&tba, Morgan Ho* 1

7*

Barnsdall, Humphries No* 1

8*

Barnsdall

No, Star, HumphriesNo* 1

9*

Barnsdall

No* Star, HumphriesNo* 2

10* Bamsdall, Humphries No* 5
11* Bamsdall, Humphries No* 7
12* Texas Gulf, Humphries No. Z
13* West* Gulf, PrIour No* 3
11* West* Gulf, PrIour No* 4
IS* Richardson, Perkins-Lag&sse Ho* 6 (t)
IS* Baltic, Harrell No* 1
17* Houston, Harrell 3~A
18* Houston, Harrell No* 2
19. Houston, Morgan No* 7
20* Houston, Morgan Mo. 5
21. Houston, Morgan No# 4

South Cotton hake Field, chambers County, Texas
1*

Salt Dome, Lawrence 3-G

2*

Humble, Lawrence A-l

3*

Salt Lome, Lawrence 1-C

4*

Salt Lome, Lawrencs 3-A

5*

Salt Lome, Lawrence No* 2
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